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FOREWARN

This series of Resource Guides on Coastal Awareness in Science was developed
for elementary, junior high and high school teachers who would like to instill
in children and young adults an appreciation of the ecologic value of the
coast. .Each of the Guides contains concepts,-and activities which could be
used in a week long unit on Coastal Awareness. The purpose of this guide is
not to present a definitive workon coastal ecology, but to entice teachers
to explore ecological aspects of coastal awareness. A more complete under-
standing of the coast requires study of the interactionstof ecology with
economics, humanities_ 'and goveiiment.

As state governments develop coastal management program, citizens must make
choices as to the most important uses of the coast. An understanding of coastal
ecological processes will aid students as they participate in future decision
making.

The Coastal Awareness Series in Science includes:

Coastal Awareness in Elementary Science
--Coastal Awareness in Junior High Science
Coastal Awareness in Seniro High Science

These are available from the Office of Coastal Zone Management, National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration, 3300 Whitehaven Street, N.W., Washington, D. C.
20235.

Rob rt W. Knecht
Ass stant Administrator
Offiiice of Coastal Zone Management
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THE CHARACTER OF THE COAST



THE COASTS

The shore lines of the United States s--where the land meets the sea--
measure more than 140,000 km '(38,000 mi). If straightened; they would stretch
more than three times around the equator of the earth. Our nation's coasts
include the sea shores of the continental United States, Alaska, Hawaii,
four Atlantic island groups, and nine Pacific island groups. The Great Lakes
and all the sounds, bays, creeks, and rivers washed by tidal waters are also
included.

What are the special characteristics that define a coast, that make
coasts valuable and vulnerable to human activities? Why and how should we
protect this vital area of our nation ?.

The coast is a place of untold natural resources. It is a place to which
one can escape, a place to play, to be serene, to be inspired. In near-
shore ocean waters fish can be caught for sport or for food, and the coast
itself can be a significant agricultural area. Each coast has a different
history, different pressures, and different problems. Yet, in a physical
sense, many of their problems may be similar.

Pollution is one such common problem. The Great Lakes are the largest
fresh water resource in the world. Pollution of these lakes, which began.
in the 1800'x, has continued steadily: forests were cleared, disrupting the
natural balance, and increases in population, industry, commerce, and:
recreation continue to encroach.
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The development that has plagued the Great'Lakes for a century is only
just beginning in Alaska. But changes come quickly where the margin for
life is narrow, and in the frigid waters of the Bering Sea there is little
room for error.: The Bering Sea is literally the "fish basket" of the northern
hemisphere. It supports a Surprising variety of life, including one of the
largest marine mammal populations of the world, what may well be the world's
largest clam population, one of the world's largest salmon runs, some of the
largest bird populations per unit area, the world's largest eelgrass beds,
and unusually high numbers of bottom-dwelling fish.

Any coast consists of two primary elements: the water and the land.
The. area where these meet--the coast - -has unique characteristics due to
periodic inundation,andcontinual changes in salinity. The biological com-
position of the coasts is often in delicate balance.

The science student concerned with the coastal zone will want to investi-
gate both. the water and the land as well as their interaction. Coastal waters
are generally rich in nutrients that have been carried: from the land by
the rivers and streams. Near-shore coastal waters are particularly
productive. These waters are a basic resource; they are affected by a
variety of factors--the forces that cause tides, the winds that augment the
waves, and the activities of human beings, including exploration and exploi-
tation.

ME SHORE

There can be other definitions, but for our study, we define the shore as
the narrow strip between the high-water and low-water marks of spring tides.
Thus, there areregular, yet extremely variable local environments. First,

the sea covers and uncovers the coastal area twice daily. Temperature
ranges may be great within a single day. The salt concentration may vary
greatly. The extent to which this intertidal zone is uncovered at low tide
depends on the sharpness of its slope which in turn depends on a variety of
factors indiudingfthe nature of the:land, its configuration, and the action
of-the tides, currents, and rivers.

The three basic types of shore are rock, sand, and mud. They are often
mixed .together. The waves have the greateSt influence on molding the shore
as they break against the land, washing away loose materials, eating into
hard rocky coasts, and sometimes forming an abrasion platform at the base
of high cliffs. Powerful crosscurrents deposit banks of sand that have
been formed by the disintegrating rocks. Mud flats occur at the mouths of

--rivers-or-in-sheltered-creeks and inlets-where the sediment brought from
the land is deposited. Ice, weather, and the elements all work to help
form the shore.
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Plants and animals are other factors in coast building. Plants may
act to bind sand and mud together into dry land. Encrusting animals may
serve to protect rocks or to destroy them. Light plays a significant role
in this environment, affecting growth of vegetation which, in turn, affects
animal growth and survival.

Estuaries, too, affect the shore environment. Dilution by fresh water
will occur at the mouths of rivers, while increased concentrations of salt
will our as a result of evaporation during the summer.

OCEAN IN LOTION: WIND, WAVES, NTE AND TIDES

Wind generates waves. The wind, blowing irregularly, causes significant
pressure Jifferences that deform the water's surface, creating wave crests
of many heights. The wind then pushes against these crests, supplying
energy to the waves as they grow and become more regular in height and
length. Wave growth depends on four factors: wind velocity, distance of
Open water over which the wind has blown (called the "fetch"), duration of
the wind, and the state of the sea (waves that were present when the wind
started blowing).

The wind also plays a part in coast formation. In addition tb their
indirect effect through action on the water, powerful winds can cut into
rock, tearing away gravel that slides to the water's edge. They may also
pick up grains of sand and pile them into dunes.

WAVES

Waves are the sculptors of the coasts Forceful or gentle, loud or
lulling, they combine two distinct types of motion. One is the circular
motion of the water molecules within the wave, the up and down motion of
the droplets. The other is the advancing movement. The actual water mole-
cules have no horizontal motion as -the wave advances through the ocean.
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Waves are described by their height, length, velocity, and period.

Period, is the number of seconds it takes for two successive crests to pass

a stationary point. Height is the vertical distance from the crest (high

point) .to the trough (low point) and length is the distance from one crest

to the next. Period, length and wind velocity are interrelated. Wave height,

however, iS not related to these factors. The height of a wave in meters

is usually about one-tenth the wind's speed in kilometers per hour.

As they move away from the winds that started them, waves tend to

expand laterally and to become lower, more rlounded, and more symmetrical.

They then move in groups of similar size, called "wave trains"; the individuaL

waves are called "swells." Once a wave train has formed, it will continue

to travel over the sea until it either breaks on a shore or is flattened

by opposing winds or wave systems. (In these materials, we will be concerned

in particular with the breakers because of their effect on the coastal area.)

As a'swell approaches the beach, the topography of the ocean bottom takes

effect. Depending on wave length and bottom contour, waves may break at depths

from one-half to three times their height.

The bottom slope is the key determinant not only of the depth at which

a wave breaks but also of the manner in which it breaks. A steep bottom

restats in a wave that retains all its energy until the last possible moment,

when the crest peaks up suddenly and plunges violently forward into the trough.

As the crest folds overit-becomes concave, creating as "tube" or tunnel Of air

on the shoreward face. These are known as "plunging waves." Hollow plunging

waves are the most challenghg for(surfers because their steepness makes for a

very fast ride and it is often possible to crouch under the failing crestto

be "locked in the tube." The plunging waves that curl over the dangerously

shallow coral reefs of Hawaii's "Banzai Pipeline" are a famous example-of-this

kind of wave.
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A gradually shoaling bottom results in a wave that releases its energy
more slowly. When a crest finally becomes unstable, it rolls downor spills
into the trough and the wave face remains gently-sinned. It is these "spilling
waves" that display white water at the crest.

Irregularities in the ocean bottom tend to make waves spill rather than
plunge. Even long-period waves break as pilfers on a flat slopedbeach, but
any suddenly shallow spots will cause most waves to "suck out" and plunge,
regardless of their periods. Most surf zones are in a state of constant
change.

Wind is not the only\generator of waves. Earthquakes on the ..land or under
the sea may cause a drastically low tale that is followed by destructive giant
waves (sometimes called tsunamis) hurling relentlessly:against the shore.

TIDES

The tides are important in.determining the character of the coast. Tides_
result from the effect On the waters of the gravitational attraction among
the sun, moon, and earth.
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The masses of the earth and the moon exert a gravitational pull on each

other that affects every particle on earth, including water. The force is

greatest on those particles nearest the moon, but it is much sma.ler than the

earth's force. Although the force required to pull water vertically off the

earth would be great, a much weaker force can pull the water horizontally, in

effect sliding it across the face of the earth. Water is diawn toward the

point directly "below" the moon, and high tides occur when water piles up in

this way. IdentiCal forces cause comparable effects on the side of the earth

farthest from the moon. In both cases, the water moving into the high tide

is being drawn away from another region of the earth. Thus, there are high

tides on opposite sides of the earth on a line directly extended between the

moon and the earth, and there are low tides midway betweeh the ':wo high tides,

in the area from which water for r- high tides was drawn.

FULL
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Due to the changing position of the moon,a tidal pulse sweeps around the
Surface of the earth, causing secondary waves that move across the oceans. In
mid- ocean Lhe seCondary waves may be only as high as 1 meter, but where the
water isshallow these sea waves become much higher. The increased height is-

the result of a tremendous friction force-which slows the wave, down-___When
sach,tidal pulses move through narrow channels, the water is,"bottled up ;'
The highest tides occur_inthese narrow channels; a well known example of such

i the Bay 6f-Fundy between/Nova Scotia and New Brunswick in Canada.
-

-0

,Because he earth and,the moon move orbitally (the earth around the sun
And the-moon around the earth), both the timing -of the.tides and their range
vary /in responSe to these gravitational forces. The greatest difference

-.between highwater and low-water is-found at the "spring" tide, when sun
and/moon-exert their, force in the-game direction during the new or full moon.
The- hi

l

hest is during the new mean when the moon is in line with the
sun,::ith the earth between them, and the gravitational pull is al in the
same irection. The smallest, or "neap" tide occurs' when the high-water mark
is at/its lowest, and the low-water mark is at its highest.`

The forces that keep the great mass of ocean water in motion are many
and varied; important among thein are the Heat of'the sun andlthe rotation
of the earth.

'As the sun warms the surface water at the equator, the water 'expands and
raises the surface just,enough to cause a gentle slOpe. Water \at the equator
therefore runs downhill to the-poles., The heavier polar -'cold rater
sinks and spreads slowly along the bottom of the ocean toward the equator.
This interchange of warm equatorial Waters with cold polar waters is compl
cated by a variety of additional_forces. For example; the earth's motion
toward the east affects the water on the surface 6f the earth, -boh directly,

_ . ,
by,eausfing waves to pile up, and indirectly, bycreating winds. The spin of
the earth also results-in.the Corioliaeffect -- the tendency of Water (or any
moving object) to turn slightly to the-right in -northern-hethisphere and
slightlyto the- left in. -the southern=. Censider,-the Atlantic.Oceanl waters in

othe'region just north of the equator, where the Gulf Stream riginates. Heated
by the tropical snn,--the_salt concentration of the water-steadily-increases as
a...result of constaneevaporationc. Meanwhile,the trade winds (a consequence
o. the:earth's spin) continually blow over,the*werm, salty Water's, pushing the
surface waters in a westerlydirection\toward the north coast of'the South _

American continent. The waters'` then move toward the Caribbean Sea and, on,
northwesterly, into the GUlf of Mexico where,they pile up, raising the surface_ _

level. Following its natural -tendency to setklequilibrium,'the water drops
into the Florida-Straits, the only possible egreki: From .there the Gulf

1 -Stream runs northward'ilong'the coast.



As ,tie Gulf Stre moves north it trends increasingly toward the right

(to the east) because of, the COrioliS effect. By the time it reaches 40P

latitude, it is flowing due east across the Atlantic, has lost considerable

.!,speed, and has*widened; it has also cooled down. Currents similar to the

Gulf Stream move the Waters of the Pacific, Indian,and other oceans.

Other factorS affecting water -- currents include ice floes. moving from

polar'seas-on the cold currents. As the ice toVes Southward it cools the

water. Since cool water is heavier than,Warm water, it sinks and is then

replaced by warm water near the surface.
-

The most economicallyimportnt currents are upweliings of cold bottom

water. This vertical'Motiin brings to the surface an unusually heavY concen-

tration-Of nutrients.,, When _ shore winds drive surface waters out to sea,

they are replaced by the u elling-nutrient-rich deep water. Mineral -rich

waters from the land add (i the nutrient supply. This upwelling supports a

rich growth, phytopla ton, the start of a complex food chain, and makes

possible intensive commercial fisheries such as those off the coast of Peru

and the Grand Bank off the, coast of Newfoundland, Canada.

THE .SANDY BEACH

Of all the coastal'Alements, sandy beaches probably have the highest

recreational value. These beaches vary considerably from one part of our
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country to another. They have different sand, different waves and winds, and
different dunes and other inland.formations. They are composed of grains -as
diverse as the black lava sands- of Hawaii, the golden sands of Lake Michigan,
the white coral sands of Florida., and the seemingly endless sandy expanse from
San Diego to Los Angeles. Florida's popularitY'as a vacation land almost
certainly is in large part due LI the fact that so much of its coastline is
sandy ocean beach.

NIGH TIDE

LIRA/ TIDE

ON s
UGH

A TYPICAL 5ANLY BEACH

Although sandy beaches differ in.many ways, they also share certain
characteristics. 'A cross section of alMost any sandy beach in early summer
would probably reveal'a'structure like that shown above. Waves moving on7-
shoe break on izhe longshore bar and roll up onto the beach. Each wave moves
sand from the longshore bar and slowly, almost imperceptibly, a longer more
sloping beach is created. Thenr-as the season changes, blusterin4 winter
winds and heaVy seas` begin to attack the sloping-summer beach. The winter
waves are higher, Steeper, and closer together than those of summer. Some
times sand is carried away from the berm and even from, the dunes or other
land,areas behind the berm. 'This pounding winter wave action generally
deposit some sand on the berm, but it carries away'far more sand and de
it in longshore bars, setting the scene for another yearly cycle'.
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The texture of the sand plays a role in the kind of beach that,will be

built, because the.slope of. the beach relates directly to the particle size of

-the deposited material. The Coarser the particles, the more the waves sink

into the beach, depositing their load of sand. Since coarse sand does not pack

d&n and is easily moved around, steep beaches result. When the particles are

finer the sand packs down more tightly; the waves do not sink in, and their

action leaves a harder;smoother---and -gentler slope.

Waves and wind thus work endlessly building, shaping, and reshaping

beaches. Large particles grind_against eah other, creating progressively

smaller fragments. The largest of these 'are dropped on the beach and smaller

less dense particles are carried out to be. deposited in quieter, deeper regions

ofo'the ocean.

Regardless of the season the markings on sandy beaches a_ iguing.

The graceful swash marks left by an ebbing morning tide are composed mostly

of detritus -- fragments of_once living things--that'are not only a source

of food_formanY beach inhabitants but are also a treasure trove for human

_bedOhexplorers. Parallel ridges and troughs, called ripple marks, are often

seen on sandy beaches: if the ripple marks are in dry sand they were caused by

wind, but if they are lower down on the beach they were caused by moving

water: Ilbether caused by wind or water, the process of ripple formation is

essentially the same. When:wind or water moving over the sandy surface meets

Jan-obstacle in the surface it turns downward, excavating a trough. The sand

thus,thrown up creates another obstacle and the wind or water then'creates

another treugh.



LITTORAL CELL
/: I

LONGSHORE MOVEMENT.

Ocean beaches &XQ moving, active places_ that gain and lose sand_

continuously. Beach sand is transported by waves, wind, and wave currents
three kinds of movements: offshore, on-shore, and rongshore. When put into-

suspension by wave action, tand can move'laterally along the shore in'long-
.



shore currenti-at the same time that it is being moved offshore and returned,
onshore. Sand movement along the shore occurs within relatively distinct
sections of the coast, sometimes called "littoral cells." The boundaries of a
cell extend f_om the place where sand is introduced onto the shoreline
(generally by a stream to the place where_it is swept out to the sea. Where
beach indentations in the coast are isolated ftom the general sand movement -

of the "cell" within these areas, shoreerosion and onshore currents can s'ipply
-',"-sand to smaller "pocket" beaches.

m

Human activity often has had disastrous effects on the natural supply
of sand to beaches-. Reducing high water runoff from rivers seriously reduces
the sand supply available since it reduces the erosion along river banks.
Improper construction of groins, jetties, and breakwaters can change the
distribution 0 sand by longshore currents, causing excessive sand buildup
in some places a d sand loss in others_ biological production-of

shorelines is also affected when normal water circulation patterns are changed.
Careful study is needed'before any major beachfront modifications are under

taken.

The long stretches fy sunbaked sand and the breaking -waves that delight

vacationers are al o wha make sand beaches among the most barren. of coastal

environments. Beca se of its shifting nature, 'the sand offers a poor pubstrate
for anchoring plants:. Tivis,.:beaches essentially lack the producers in the
food chain 'and the few animal residents of the sand must depend on small wave-
borne particles for food., Usually such residents are tiny crustaceans or
mollusks which live in the moist upp-ersurface of the beach dose to the
,water line and filter the food from the retreating_way._s. Other crustaceans.
and .sand hoppers inhabit the uper beach, 'feeding at night along the tide

line. leach sunrise they dig new burrows often peppering the sand with their

holes.

Sand-beaches are superb plaCes
for bird watching. Some birds are
.full-fledged sVimmers and obtain
their food from the ocean and the
near-shore ocean bottom. Others
parade incessantly up-and down the,
.beach at the water's edge in search
of food. The specific kinds of
bird inhabitants .Vary from one
part of the country to another,
but certain general kinds can- be

' recognized. Medium-Sized birds_
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that are flying'acibss the surface
of the waterfdr riding on it are
likely to be gulls! :terns, or
cormoranti. The cormorant is al
dark bird that dives and=dis-
aPpears for a considerable\time
while swimming in'searoh of\food.

--Gulls and terns do not swim _rider.

''t

.water. Terns can be seen fling
over the water and diving int
it to catch small fish, but g lls
are less likely to dive for their
food. Gulls, either singly o in
groups, can also be seen on
beach itself in search of food. A
group of large birds flying grace-,
fully'in formation just above the
surface of the water is probably
a flock of:peficans.

Sand pipers and plovers are
the smaller birds that run up and
down the beaches, carefully avoid-
ing the breaking waves. They are
generally long-legged, small to/
medium in size, and inconspicuous
in color Their food consists of.
animal and plant fragments that
have been cast onto the.sand by

*
waves, and the tiny antmals that
live in the upper surfaces of the
sand.



SAND DUNES

Sand dunes fore when large amounts of sand are blown inland from a

constant source of supply such as a beach. Where the wind is Slowed by a

log or clitip of grass, it, drops its load of sand, and a mound slowly builds up.

As the mound grows, more sand is deposited behind it growing larger and

higher, the mound becomes a small hill, a ridge, and fifia-IWa

blown sand blowing up the face and falling down the crest gives the dune its

characteristic shape - a long sloping windward side and a steeper slope

on the lee side. if nothing interferes with the wind or anchors the sand,

the dune Creeps inland as the wind moves sand. from the windward to the lee

side. The rate at which a dune advances can vary from'a few centimeters

to many peters per year. A fast-moving dune can bury everything in its

path.

The movement of_sand dunes may be slowed by. the invasion of pioneer

plants that can root and grow in the shifting sands; often' it is grasses,

such as Marren grass --or bovlrty,grasa-- which begin the stabilization

process.' After the clumps of grass have become established, shrubby plants.

can take root on the lee face of the dune. 'Protected from-the wind

SAO DUNE FORMATiON



d with their roots close to the water table, these shrubs often form dense
thickets, providing shelter _and food for small mammals and birds.

Dune life tends to progress from that of bare/sand to dense woodland,
but this prOgreSsion'can be halted and hundre4s*of years, of growth destroyed
in a very short time. Hurricanes, fires, or construction' (the building of
homes, cottages, or roads) can disrupt the stability that took so long to
establish. When a break in the vegetation, mat/occurs, the wind can quickly
c arge t roug it, tearing at the A s s s=cesse----.p an
clum13s of plants are exposed, more and more sand is released, and the dune

begins to move again.

HARDY BACOuS PLANTS



Rocky shores are
(continent,or-island

,

ceasele
,

pinnings are
scale. ,For example,

ROCKY SHORES

the coastal areas wheie the confrontation of land
with the ocean is mostfivident. Here the rocky under-
ely attacked by moving water, sometimes on a spectacular
on our,Pacific shores, where wind-driven waves ,can "build



up over almost 10,000 km
as anywhere in the world.
waves that break against
striking a wall at about

(6,000 mi) of open ocean, the surf is as violent
Even normal %Winter storms generate 6m (20 ft)

the shore with shock equivalent to an automobile
145 km/h (90 mph).

Even thoUgh the glass beacon on Tillamook Rock light house on the coast
of Oregon is some 42
the glass to protect
not all rocky coasts
reefs, and headlands
in the direction of

m (140 ft) high, a grating had to be installed over
it from rocks tossed up by the pounding seas. Of course,
are as exposed as Tillamook Rock. Offshore islands,
provide protection from the pounding surf when they are
the prevailing winds.

Thec9mposition of the rocky shores of the United States varies sig-
nificantly from one place to another. In the northeastern United states,
shorelines are made up largely of metamorphic and intrusive igneous rocks,
but those'on the southern Atlantic coast might be sandstone, coarse shell -
gravel, or coral. Contihental Pacific coasts are largely sedimentary rock,
and the Hawaiian coasts are igneous-rock. The shores of the Great Lakes
have rocky coasts, some of {Phich are formed by older sedimentary rock-and
others by ancient metamorphic rock. Since the nature of the rocky.substrate,
the rate at which it erodes, the forms produced by erosion, and the
mineral content released are so variable, it is not possible to deal with
these factors in a publication of this nature. Teachers who want explore
the rocky coast should research their coastal zones in one of "the publications
cited in the bibliography.

The kind of biological cmmunities that will live, on any particular
rocky coast is determined largely by the degree of exposure to open surf,-
and by the extent of tidal exposure. Life form can vary'significantly from
calla, side of an island or a headland to the other because conditions.whiah
regulate life are so differeht. Regardless Of their exposire to violent surf
rocky shores are much More active biologically than sandy oneS, for they
offer a-solid, unmoving (albeit hazardous) place whererboth'plants and
animals can attach and'iurvive,, Thus, rocky shores are better than sandy
ones for providing oppOrtuni S to observe a wide assemblage of marine
organisms.

Significant differences i the appearance of the marine shoreline are
evident at high and low tides. A careful observer can see the orderly pro-
gression_of_pla_nts and animals. These species lie in horizontal "belts"
across the shore, one fft ve-anot er.

In, many places, these strip (or4z nes) are brightly colored by the
reSident -organismSand.therefore sharply delineated; a view of them from the
shOre is; often startling_ oh other coasts such ones maybe less obvious and
more difficult to distinguish, but they are rarely absent.



Local zonation may vary considerably. Zones of a rocky face directed

-seaward will differ from zones facing the land or from those.at eight' angles

to the shore. Zones on' a smooth, sloping rock surface may be immediately

apparent whereas a shore of broken rook lying at random angles may seem not

to have a pattern of zones at all. Samilarly, the zones found on sunlit
slopes are noticeably different from those in areas shaded by overhanging

Adapted from Marine Adviso- Public& tons
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Turbulence governs the life of organisms living between tidemarks on
rocky coasts. Even when the ocean surface app sars to be calm, there is
usually a swell which explodes when it strikes the coast'. Animals that live'
there seem to prefer this turbulence, and the, highly, aerated water it produces
is crucial to their existence.

Organkpme-living near the Upper tide mark must be abla\to resist
_

desiccation during low tides. 'Many intertidal organisms_have deVeloped".
anchoring methods that keep them in place even during'-..storms which batter
them for hours on end. By and large' it. is the adaptation of such organisms
to life under very spedial conditions that governs intertidal zonation.'

The extreme varia ions found in coastal areas in-the-tnited States
make it difficult to rcognize the zones between tidemarks'. The\following
definitions of the intertidal subdivision's may therefore be helpful.

SPLASH ZONE

The splash zone ip the area of transition between water and land.
Although it is ,affected by spray,.it iecovered by'water only at-the-high
tides or during storm's. Animals that might inhabit this area are the per
winkle snail an&the pill bug=

.'HIGH TIDE ZONE

Where the high.ide zone is most fully developed, barnacles /form a
dense, almost continuous -sheet on, the rockp. Often this sheet has a
sharp uppep-limit which,is a very conspicuouS part_ofthe shore line.
On some shores limpets are'presnt with the barnacles. Rock weed can be
found in the lower edges of this zone.

-Each-day the mid-tide zone .is-usually uncovered twice. (at lo;/ tide
Animalajbund-,--here-ere-Peldom'found in.

-affected by tidal fluctuation. Sea
hermi7E'crabS are ,frequently' found in ,

and covered twice (at high tide).
\the deeper waters that are not-as

nemones, =stagy fish, mussels, and
fEls zone.

LOW. TIDE ZONE

oniy during the.very lowest tides, once or
lowtide zone expesed to vieW, and then- only brie
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this zone, -can also be 'found in deeper water. The animal and plant pop=

'ulations of this zone are large andvaried. In cold temperate regions, these

populations consist of forests of the brown algae with animals and an under=

.growth of, small plants on their:holdfasts. Coral reefs commonly include

or encompass the, upper edge of the rich growth that extends down the

-reef - level. In warm temperate regions the low-,

tide zone may support_dense colonies of tunicates an

well as dense growths of red algae.

Before visiting Your coast cOnsult,a local publication which describes

in some detail the organisms present and their distribution. Living

organisms s'.110414_beObserved where they are found, not collected. Dis-

turbing the-shore-fme.inany signi.ficant.way is to be avoided at allcos

_pemember that rocky coasts can be,dangeroue places to observe, esL

pecially at low tide when t.4 tendency is.to walk out as far as possible,.

Even on 'relatively calm days unpredictable _large swells may dev p, AO:.

Careful watChshOuld be mainfaingd-
t

ESTUARIES

bodyAn estuary is a- partially enclosed body ot,:-water connected tits the

Opensea;'thus, the seawater is:diluted,by fresh water draining from the

-land. ArLestuary is tie 'site of.forceftl,interaction between'sda, land,

and air.

Along the coastsof.the United states tiierie are almost 900 estuaries

many different types. Along the AtlInticcoast,..there are-drowned-,

valleyastuaries,-exemplified by Chesapeake and Delaware Bays. Estuaries

that devel4ed behind beacheS'.are.fOund at Ocean. City, Maryland,

and at Bisc1 ne Bay, Florida in contrast, 'the estuaries along our north --

(west Pacifi .coastline are
Majestic-glacier-gouged 'fjods, where the rivers,

are containedby steep rocky'slOpei. .Earthiquakes,'Iand shifts, and' other

violent actions have created estdaries,such as'San Francisco Bay. : --
. :; ---.-

EN.ERALIZP. CIRCULATI-Qa
IV WARY -2'
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Despite-some very apparent differences, some characteristics appear
to be common to estuaries: fresh water-at the river end, salt water at
the ocean end, and a mixing syStem between them. In most estuaries the-
salinity gradient ranges from 30 to 35 parts of salt per thousand parts of
water_at the ocean end and to zero salinity at the river end. Water
samples froit estuaries usually show that deep waters are more saline
than shallow waters-- that is, a vertical gradient of salinity exists.
This gradient not only moves up and down the estuary with the ebb and flow
of the tidebutalsbresponds to high and low flows-of river water. The .

net_transport of the less salty water at the top is seaward, while the
saltier water moves inland along the bottom._ Thus-, a stratified system,
with a distinctive pattern of circulation evOlVes, resulting in the movement
of sOrfaCe organisms toward the sea and .of.bottom_organisms toward the river.

Although the circulation patterns in estuaries have many characteristics
in common, different estuaries may. have significantly different flow
patterns. For example, in the delta of the Mississippi River, the volume
of fresh water is so great that the fresh water overruns the salt water
of the Gulf Of Mexico and a tongue of less saline- waterextends far out
into the salty -duff of'Mexico.- In Chesaieake Bay, where the outflow of
fresh water and the saline tidal inflow a-r'e 'nearly equal, a distinct
-salinity gradient is formed and the wateristratifies within the estuary.
'A variety of other factors (such as the nature and slope of the'bottom,
and the force of Prevailing winds, the amount and timing of rainfall)
also affect the circulationand salinity of estuary waters.,

Rivers flowing into estuaries carry with them erosion products and
detritus which tend to settle out as the current slowS in the estuary.
As they near the bottom, these sediments tend to be carried inland with
nutrients-carried in from the ocean; this creates a kind of nutrient trap
that makes estuaries highly produCtive eco7systemS. At the same time,

_,the constant input of solid material from ther'iver outflow contributes
to the filling of the basin or to the'creation of a delta extending into
the sea. Unfortunately this deposition of solids also serves to trap
contaminants such as heavy metals, pesticides, pathogenic bacteria, and

.toxins. Increasing densities of industry and populationalong coats



could thus produce unforeseen but far-reaching and permanent detrimental

effects 9n the biological production of estuaries.



The food chains in estuaries include two distinct populations of
primary producers - phytoplankton anL rooted aquatic plants at the edges
of the estuary. The abundant zooplankton present include larvae of most
of the organisms= that live in the -stuary. .The behavioral patterns of
many species of zooplankton keep them within the circulation pattern of
the estuary and prevent them from being washed out to sea.

Benthos (bottom-dwelling species) are usually more abundant in estua
than in either fresh or salt water environments. These species are quite
diverse, ranging from annelid worms through a variety of crustaceans
and mollusks. Many feed by various filtering processes, an effective way
of trapping the nutrients flowing through the estuary. Oysters and clams
are the most commerCially valuable of these filter feeders harvested by man.-

-23-
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The benthic populations range- from _:sh to marine environments,

but the most dense beds are often near the center of the estuarine

system. The distribution of the oyster, for example, seems to be controlled

primarily by three factors: the upstream limit is set by the maximum flow

of fresh water from the river; the downstream limit is set by predators

and parasites-which are found only in high salinities; and the lateral

limit depends on the presence of a relatively firm channel shoulder.

Among our coastal fishes the most commercially valuable species are

either partly or entirely dependent on estuarine environments. Fish

use estuaries in many different ways. Some populations of striped bass

spawn near-the interface of fresh and low-salinity water, others move

farther into the rivers, and some populations are even adapted to fresh

water. In an estuary, eggs and larvae drift downstream. The developing

fish feed throughout the system until they are adults and the cycle begins

again.

Anadromous fish, such as the shad Or salmon, spend their adult lives

in the open ocean but return to fresh water. to breed. Shad also use .the

estuary as a nursery for the first summer before the young fish move

to the ocean. In contrast, the croaker, which also depends on the waters

Of'estuaries for reproduction, spawns at the entrance to the estuary and

the young are transported upstream to the plankton-rich, less saline part

of the estuary, where they develop before returning to the ocean.

Open ocean fish, such as the bluefish,' whose early life histories are

totally marine, migrate into estuaries as adults to feed on the abundant

food available there.
/

/

These varied patterns of estuarine use are concurrent as each species

follows its own seasonal and reproductiVe sequence. :Thus an estuary may

include the regular or- occasional presence of several hundred species of

fish. The low-salinity, portion of the estuary is of exceptional importance

Since it receives the eggs, larvae, and young of fish with different

kinds of spawning patterns. Although this aspect of theestuay is highly

valuable, its-value is not obvious because these stages in' the life cycle
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MARSHES

Marshes are broad wet areas where grasses grow in abundance.
When they arvlocated along the margins of ponds, streams, or rivers,

they are freshwater marshes. When they are found on ocean coasts or along
the banks or margins of estuaries, they are salt water marshes. Salt

water marshes are the nurseries of the sea. They _are the most productive

land on earth, producing three times more than the best wheat lands.

Biologically, marshes are-transitional between wet and dry areas,_

and they are us_Ially very productive in terms of the biomass they can support.

If undisturbed by nature or man, most marshes gradually fill with detritus

and are eventually invaded by dry land plants.

In freshwater ecosystems, marshes contain such water-tolerant

species as cattails,bullrushes, horsetails, arrowgrass, flowering rushes,

buttercups, crowfoot, and many types of grasses. These marshes are also

-homes for many aquatic insects, amphibia, crayfish, isopods, birds, and

aquatic mammals; when they are associated with permanent bodies of water,

they may serve as nurseries for young fish. Lake St. Clair (a very wide

area in the isthmus connecting Lake Huron with Lake Erie), which has

extensive marshy areas built on the silt deposited from Lake Huron, is one

of the most productive freshwater fisheries in the world.

Salt water marshes can best be classified by their relation to the

=land or the ocean. Of all Salt marshes, the most maritime (bearing the

closest relation to the ocean) are.those that develop on relatively open

coasts. They are bathed in sea water at,almost full strength:since the

freshwater drainage from land is usually minimal.. These marshes are

usually rich in algae, including freeliving species'and tiny forms of the,

brown algae derived from normal forms that are attached-to rocky shores

near the marshes.

Marshes at the mouths of estuaries, usually found in the lee of coas a

spits, are the next most maritime of the salt marshes. The coarse-

grained soils of these marshes are subject to stronger saline influence

than those of marshes further up the estuary. As their distance.from the

ocean increases toward the middle and upper reaches of the estuaries, the

marshes tend to become progressively more terrestrial since the water

becomes' progressively fresher.

Despite the wide range of conditions in the United States under which

salt marshes exist, some general statements about their formation and the

distribution of organisms within them can be made. Salt-marsh formation

usually starts in an area that is subject to twice-daily salt water

(tidal) inundation. Salt-marshes Are replaced by freshwater\marshes at
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the upper level of tidal influence, where :tidal-inundations occur only a
few times a year. Sp.tween these two extremes, plants and animals
thrive according to the range of conditions they can tolerate.-- conditions,
that are dominated by the tides at the lower levels-and almost independent
of them at the upper levels.

Some factors of crucial importance to the survival, growth, and re-
production of organisms in the intertidal zone are the intensity
and frequency of mechanical disturbance due to tidal movement; the vertical-
range over which the tide-operates, which determines flooding depths
and the vertical extent of the marsh; the form of the tidal cycle,' which
,determines both the frequency and the length of submergence and emergence;
and_ water. quality, -which determines, among other things, the amount
of light reaching submerged growths and the salinity to which they are -
subjected.

Grasses are the most prominent plants in salt marshes. Cord grass
a long and a short form, is the grass most likely to live in marsh areas

covered by water at high tides. Other salt-tolerant plants and plants
tolerant to salt,sPray make up the upper edges of the marsh and vary with
the locality.

Li-

RUSH

A TYPICAL ALT MARSH



Animals are widely distributed in salt marshes and the adjacent mud
flats, although their distribution patterns are not as obvious as those

of the plants. Mud flats are occupied by burrowing creatures such as
marine worms and clams, which are fed on\in turn by other organisms.
Fish come in with the tide to feed on the abundant small forms of life
that occupy the marshes. Birds are prevalent in marshy areas. Some, such
as the marsh wrens, swallows, ducks, geese, herons, and rails nest in or
_around marshes and get most of their food from them. Mammals such as

raccoons, mice, rats and, less often, otters and mink inhabit marshes and

feed on other organisms that live there.' Marshes are also crucial stopping
and feeding stations for flocks of migratory birds.

Marshes are rich in numbers of species as well as" numbers of individuals.
Species with aquatic larvae, such as mosquitos, gnats, and dragonflies
are well represented.- Other species, such as grasshopper and cricket,

enter the marshes to feed.

In a terrestrial grassland, energy conversion relies on direct con-

sumption of green plants. In contrast, energy conversion in salt marshes

relies on decay as the chief link between primary and secondary productivity.

Only a small proportion of mars!-_ grass is grazed while it is still alive.

Not only is the role ofphytoplankton-in energy production in marshes less

than it is in open water, but also cloudy water or turbidity may diminish
algae productivity by reducing the amount of light available for photo -

synthesis.



The food chain of nature is complex. Each step up the chain involves
a decrease in the number of organisms and an accompanying increase in the
amount of food they consume. At the bottom of the food chain, 1000 pounds
of phytoplankton will result in 100 pounds of insects and small animals. In
turn 100 pounds of insects result in 10 pounds of fish, ducks and birds.

Although it is not shown on this diagram, people are at -the top of this
steadily narrowing.food chain. As in the other steps, it takes 10 pounds of
ducks or fish to produce a one pound gain in human beings.

ENERGY CONVERSION IN A SALT MARSH
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Coastal Awareness Activities' for Middle and Junior High School
Students

Two elements are common to all activities suggested in this collection:
each requires a concrete experienceas a basis for learning, and each re-
quires an action on the part of the learner. A range of activities is
offered: some must be pursued' at the seashore' others in freshwater
environments, and still others in/the classroom. Teachers are encouraged
to offer the widest possible selection of activities to their students.

Since some ofthese activities involve children working at or near the
water's edge, students must be instructed in how to behave in these
potentially dangerous coastal areas. They must be instructed not only for
their own safety but-for the protection of the environment.

Teachers will note that suggestions are generally written as directions
to students rather than-to teachers. This is largely a space-saving device
that allows for more rapid skimming of ideas to see what is available and
suitable to your environment.

1

Beach -Art

Make a sculpture or another art form frar,t7 litter you collect at the
beach. Take a picture of it to display in the classroom or at home. How-
should-you dispose of your art work?

Measuring Sand Dunes

Make a clinometer (an instrument used to determine inclination or
slope) by gluing a soda straw along the straight edge of a protractor and
attaching a weighted string to the zero mark in the middle on the straight
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edge-of the protractor. You also will need a stick that comes up to your

eye level from the ground. Plant the stick at the top of a dune. From the

bottom of the dune, sight through the straw to the top of your stick (the

curve of the protractor will be on,the underside of the straw)., Note the

angle of the string hanging down over the curved side of the protractor.

Subtract this number from 90° (vertical) to find the angle of the dune.

Measure the front and back angles of the dune. Which is the steeper? Which

would slide-more-easily? Can you pile ,sand from that dune at a steeper

angle thar1-the back slope?

701111111LP

Ideas for Coastal Observations

-
Visit a rocky beach at low tide. Take along pieces of fresh shrimp or

fish and feed small crabs or anemones; describe how they respond. How many

other kinds of living things can you see in the tidal pool?

At low tide, put some mud from a tidal flat on a piece of window screen

and wash it gently with water. Describe what you see. Look at some dock

pilings while the tide is still out. How is the part that is covered at

high tide different from the continuously exposed part? Describe any living

things you see on the piling.

Put a stick in the sand where you think the high tide will just reach

but not wash it away. Watch to see what happens.
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Using Tide Tables

People who live near oceans can plan exploratory trips to the sea
shore more effectively if they know what the tidal level will be when they
get there. If you want to go to see the animals that live at the lower
level of the intertidal zone then you should visit the shore when the tides
are at their lowest ebb. You can find this information by getting a tide
table for your local area. Reading a tide table seems difficult at first so
practice,on the Sample below which was taken from a table constructed for
Breakwater Harbor, Delaware. Tide tables give you six kinds of information:

Day.

OCTOBER 1970

0236 -0.5
0906 5.6
1524 -0.4
2136 4.4

Height of tide
(2 high tides and
2 low tides)

The time is based on, the 24 hr where 0000 is 12 o'clock midnight and 1200
is 12 o'clock noon. So 4D236 would be 2:36 AM and 1524 would be 3:24 PM.
The height of the tide is related to the mean low water level. A number
preceded by a minus sign means the water level will be below mean low water.
No minus sign indicates the height of the water above mean low water.

17 0318 -0.3
SA 0954 5.4

1612 -0.Z
4.0-

18 0406- 0.0
U. 1042. 5.2

1706, Uj.
2312 3.7

19 0454 0.3
M 1136 4.9

1800 0.4

20 0006 3.4
TU 0548 0.6

1230 4.5
1900 0.7

Using the information above answer the following questions.

1. What day of the week will have the highest tide?

2. On which date will the high tide be the lowest?

3. Which day would be best for looking for organisms, farthest down
the-beach? -r

Using the 12 hour cloc what is the best time to visit the beach on.
Sunday during high ti-g?



At high tide make a map of a small section of coastline. Put in rocks,

curves in the beach, and the location of logs and other things that are

lying on the beach. Make another map of the -same place at low tide. Compare

your maps.

Put a rock in the sand just below where the waves are washing up on the

beach. Do this only if the waves are small and not dangerous. After each

wave goes out look a the sand around your rock and describe what is

-happening.

Beach. Currents

Is there a beach current? You can often determine the direction of
beach currents by obServing the direction taken by floating objects thrown

into the surf. Brightly colored objects- -balls or balloons partially

filled with water--make good objects to observe.

Do the currents along your beach run parallel to the coast? Are they

influenced by curving coast lines or headlands? Can you measure the rate

at which the current is moving?

Mark off in the sand 50:or 100 steps and time how long it takes your-

object to move that distance.

Sand In n)

Which, ay is the sand moving? Plant a stake in the sand midway between

the highest wave mark and the loW point of wave recession. Does sand

accumulate on one side of the stake? Is it washed out from another side?

Can you decide in which direction sand is being moved?

Measuring_Tidal Change

Mark a stake in centimeter intervals, and when you arrive at the beach,

d'rzive it-into the sand so that -the water covers the lower part of-the stake

after the waves have receded. Watch the water level on the stake. Is the



tide coining.in or going out?, Can you measure the vertical distance (up th
'stake) 'traveled by the water'during your stay at the beach?

How would a-small. oil spill affect your coast? You can use non-
polluting material to represent drops of oil. Pick a dock or some
prominence that extends out into the water as, the place to have your "oil
spill. -'- Throw-your simulated oil drops (leaves, shavings, -sawdust)-
into the water-,and,watch what happens.

What lactors,determine.Where your spill reaches the.cpast? _How big
an area is affected? Which animals and plants collect the most,"oil"?
How would your oil spill affect recreation in your area?-

Measuring Wind Erosion

Coat the-top 14 cm of the sides of a short, square post (a four by four.

will work) with petroleum jelly. 4ink'the post into a. section of sandy
beach. Observe the after 24 hours. On which side is the sand the
highest? In which direction was the sand moving? What was happening to
the beach--was t being built up or eroded? Does this pattern change from
higif tide to low tide, from day to day? What is the most sand that will
collect- by the post in one day?

Pr ts of _Aquatic' Plants

Bu]l,some ozalid paper from a store that handles drafting supplies
It comes in a roll and you:aill have to cut it to the size you want in a

*dark. room. Using glass,-a piece of cardboard the same size as the glasar,
and masking tape to hold them together on one side, make a frame fdr-exposing
the_paper. Then cut pieces of Ozalid paper to fit in the frame.- Place a
plant (or feather, or other material you collected from the beach) between
the glass and the sensitive side of a piece of the paper. Press the card-
board against the papery a:nil-hold the glass toward-the sun. Red paper will
take about 15-25 sees of exposure -Paper about 20-35 seconds, and-
black about 40-50 second may have to experiment to_get the-proper

Remove the Ozalid paper from the frame in a shaded place. Roll into a
cylinder; put it in a large jai containinga small open jar of .concentrate
ammonia, and'cover the. top of the large jar. The fumes from the ammonia,

.w111 develop the pi-in-tin 3 or 4 minutes,. If -printa are-too Pale, they were
not-exposed ,to fumeslong enough; dark, heaVy printi indicate excessive

ure. Use a fresh supply of ammonia each time you print; concentrated
ammonia usually is available at drug stores. Household ammonia is.not
,concentrated enough. Domot inhale the fumes from the far.
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Observing.Batt c es

Take a plastic shoebox or similar container with you to a rocky sea

Shore.' Find a rock that has barnacles on-it that will fit -in your container.

Coverthe_barnacles with sea water, sit back, And watch what happens.

What is the function of the four plates on the front of the barnacle?

When the barnacle opens, what comes out? Make a shadow across the top of an

open barnacle. What happens? What happens when you-put a few drops of

fluid from a Crushed clam or piece of fish near an open barnacle? When you

have finished,-carefully put your barnacle rock back where you found it.

Watchin- tic or =anisms With a Look Box

A "look box" will'allow you to look into the water, on the bottom and

to see things not easily seen from above the water. To make your'look box,

remove both, ends from a large (#10) can, and tape clear plastic wrap across

the openings, or use your: imagination-to design your own kind of look box.

Bring extra plastic wrap and tape with you to the coast in case your box

is damaged. The_secret to seeing with such a box is to move slowly and

carefully, and to be patient:

How many kinds of moving animals can you see? How many are attached?

Are the fish in the open or hidden? What kinds of plants do you see, and

are they just in some places or everywhere? Make a sketch of the things

in the small area you are observing. st4,

rmit Crab Houses

Do hermit crabs on the coast near you prefer to live in particular kinds

of shells? Take several containers with you to a section of the coast where

hermit crabs live. Pick a single tidal pool and carefully pick up all the

hermit crabs you can find.' Sort them into containers by the kind of shell

they have. You don't need to know the kinds of shell--only how they look.
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)the number o crabs
_ .

in each'cofitainer and then reease the-

Is-one kind of shell preferred? Survey another pool to see if the
choices are the same. Make.a chart showing.the shape of the shells and the
ndmbers'of'crabs. in each. CPn you identify. the kinds of shells used'mOst

Vin?

Ps22111-atic

Is there a pattern to the way animals and plants grow on pilings in
salt-witer estuaries? Find a place where you can examine the underwater
portion.of several pilings during low tide; the lowest'tide is the best time.
Carefully observe and record the kinds of organisms present on one piling
and the vertical apace they occupyr-that is', which organisms are highest on
the piling, which the next highest, and so on. Then examine one or two other
pilings. What are the common characteristics with respect to distribution
of living things on the pilings? What are the differences? What do you
.think affects the distribution of these living things?

Bird Behavior

Find a comfortable place to sit along the coast in an area where you can
see more than one kindof bird.

Watch the groups of small birds that are pecking in the sand just above
the wave line. How do they keep-from getting wet? Does the group have a

1

leader? What are they pecking at? Can you find out? Watch one member of a
particular species of bed for ten minutes or so. Look for and record the
following kinds of things Moot]; that bird: the kind of bird; how it holds
its body when it walks (horizointal, upright, in between); its-gait (hop, run,
or waddle); grooming (does it /groom its feathers? How?). Also note Whether
it tai es its tail w n it lands; whether it flies in a straight line,
unduly es (up and down), glicles, soars, or flaps; and whether its wing
beats re fast or slow. DoeS it get. its feet wet, land on water, or land
on bushes or trees?

beerve several kinds of birds in this way and make a chart of your,
records to show the differences and similarities among the birds you
watch



Visit two or more types of coastal area

beach. What kinds of birds are found in eac
ing birds, wading birds, or swimmers?' Iden

you can. Visit these places'eturing more tha

such as a marsh and a rocky
Where are there more perch-

y as many of these-birds as
one season. Do the kinds

birds present in each change with.changing seasons?

e Pole .Fish Survey

=

What kinds of fish live in rooky inter idal'areas? You ca find out

-e.

what some of them are by goino fishing with a poke pole. Make ke

pole from a 2-3 m (6-10 ft) EL _e of bamboo r some other mat ial. Tape

about 30 cm, (12 in.) of heayy wire with a ze 2 or 4 fis k on the end of

the pole; 15 cm (about 6 in.) of wire is Otached to the and 15 cm

hangs out, with the hook on the end. 'Fie the barb from he hook so that

you can easily release fish without d ging them. Thi= kind of fishing

should be done at low tide, but if th e are large wa es you should stay

away from the edge of the water. Bait the hook with ussel, shrimp, or

pieces of other marine animals. Fi by putting th pole into deep pools pr

crevices in the rock. Try many po keep a rec4d of the kinds offish

you catch and where you caught th You should/ be able to release,most

of your catch unharmed - unless of course you are very hungry.

What Kind of Or an sm Was It?

Walk along the beach soon after- high ide. Make a collection of the

fragments of what were once living thihgs. Examine eackfragment very

carefully. Try to answer some of-the/following questions about each one:

Was it a plant or animal? What did it look like when it was living? How

big was it? Where did it live? How did it get to where you found it on-

your beach? Can you trace the-pith it took? 4.

i on a RockyJ3each

Visit the beach at low tide, and take with you pictures or descriptions

of plants and animals that are commonly found in that area What kinds of

organisms are most common high. up on the shore, but within ihe tidal zone--

plants or animals? What kinds of organisms are most common in the lowest

level exposed by the receding tide? How would you name these areas if you

used the prevalent organisms to identify each zone? Which organisms are

best adapted to'live for the longest period of time in the air? Are there

more water prints in the higher or the lower zone?

Aquatic Coastal Inhabitants

Several students should cooperate in this pro eat. Any coastal area

is occupied by visible inhabitants is suitable. Select a length of



coast that can-be easily examined in the time available. Use graph paper
to.hAlp you sketch the coast before you begin the survey. Each time you
find An organism, observe and examine it. Record its description (in words

,.and /pr pictures) along with the depthof the water where you found it or
its 'location on'the beach..

Beach Hoppers

If you were a beadlthopper(hos4 far could you hop? To find the answer
__ this question meAsure'your length (height), the length of a beach hopper,
and the distance a_beach hopper hops. Substitute these data in this
emotion:

,

-ci

your height =:lan h h
X distance hop

f you live near a sand or mud flat in an estuary, you can dig clams.
You will .need a, shovel or'trowel and a bucket without a bottom. GO to the
flats and find the,4likely.places to look for clam's- in your area, using clam
siphon holes As indicators of good places to dig. First jump or bang on the
surface of the flat so the clams will draw in their siphons; .this way You
will-be less likely to injure any of them. Dig around a siphon hole but not
too close to it, to avoid,braaking the clam's shell. %Olen your hole starts
to cave in, put your bucket in it so that the siphon hole is near the center
and the-bucket is buried almost to the rim. Dig with your hands now. When
you locate a clain, loosen it darefully before you attempt to lift it. out.
(You may wish to wear gloves to protect ybur hands from broken shells and
glass.) Remember to rebury each clam in the hole from which you took it;

see
r -that you know and have followed the procedure for locating clams;
you can answer the following questions-



up the beach do clams live? .

Can you predict the size or kind of clam from the size of its siphon

hole?

Do little claMaA ve closer to the surface than large Ones?

, How may y kinds of clams live this tidal area?

Do clams live alone or in groups?

Ragmber to put each clam back in the hole where you found it. Ee careful to

leave an air hole.

"Rtibbing I

Many weathered objects on beaches have attractive and complicated

patterns. Use plain paper and crayons or-charcoal pencil to make rubbings-

-from weathered boards or ends of pilings.

t4MP
Coatal Classroom Ideas

In the classroom, put some brine shrimp eggs in fresh water and`some in

salt water and watch the containers for a few days. Where do you think

brine shrimit might live? Watch under the microscope as your brine shrimp

swim.

Make a trip to a nearby market. How many kinds of coastal organisms

are for sale? How many people handled them before they reached' the store?

In the classroom, put and and some soil in a glass container with

water and stir the mixture. Let the sand and soil settle, then describe

which layer is on top'and which is on the bottom.

Collect mud and sand from a marsh, beach, or river. put sand and mud

in a glass container with water, mix it, and let it settle.

How many layers can you see? -How are they different? What do you

think causes this layering?

Carefully pour or siphon off the water. Examine a sample of each layer_

under the microscope. Describe and compare the particles. Are they dark

or light, rough or smooth, sharp, thick or thin? How do mud particles differ

from send particles? Where do you think each might have originated? How do

you:think they got to where you collected them?



Take a sticklor pencil) tie: a weight such as 'metal washer to one
end;" sore a sharpened pencil into a metal nut. Place this "hydrometer"

cr
in a Urge container of fresh water. Mark the water line on the stick. NOW
repeat this experiment in a container of salt water. Is the water line
on the stick different in salty and fresh water? What do you think causes
the difference in the water line on the stick?, Have a-friend make a measured

..,

salt water solution. Now, try to guess the salinity of this solution.

,

How could you mark (calibrate) your hydrometer for a solution that is
one-third as salty as sea water? A solution one-half as salty?

Density of

Which is more dense, salt or fresh water? Completely fill two
tainera (such as baby food jars of, the same size) with water. Dos not` place
lids on the jars. To one jar, add a drop of food coloring and one half
easpoonful of salt. Mix Fell. Coye'F the top/of the salt water container

with fa piece o cardboard. Invert the jar and place it directly over the
top of the fresh water containeclso that the gnOpenings are alied and
separated only,by the cardboard.'"- Now, carefully slide out the, cardboard.
Observe ad'record the movements of the colored water. Repeat the experi-
ment, this time putting the food coloring ,in.-the fresh water and placing
the fresh water container on top of the salt water container. Try-it
sideways to6.

What do you-think p ns when fresh flow
ocean? 1

ever water into salty



To learn how to meanure salinity in the classroom,, carefully measure

xactly 100 ml, of sea water into a pyrex container. Weigh the container

and the water. Evaporate the water. Now weigh the contents and thevon-

tainer again. Subtract yodur second measurement from the first. Multiply

the difference in weight by ten (to adjust the volume from 100 ml to

1,000 m1). This will give the salinitydi your sample in parts of, salt

r thousand parts of water (%).

Teachers with a marine aquarium can allow students to use the aquarium

as "seawater" if they caniiot get to the ocean. Alternatively,

several samples of salt water of various concentrations can be set up by the

teachers, and the students can determine which one is closest in salinity

to sea water.

Next, visit a salty river. How far up the river is the Water salty?

In the classroom,, using a hydrometer (available at tropical fish stores),

establish. baseline readings for fresh water and for salt water (30% salt

in water),1, Then, take a trip to a tidal' river, , Make a series of readings

up the river from the ocean to see if you can find out how far up-the river

the water is salty. Consider the following 'questions:

r low tide make a difference in\your readings?



you tell when the water 'is one-half as salty as sea water?

Does the depth at which you take:the eading make a difference?

He ch of seawater is salt?



FURTHER RESOURCES-



READING SUGGESTIONS*

OUT THE SEA. Ferdinand C. Lane. Random House.
Grades 5-6. 150 pages. Informational.

akexplaratory book about marine enoysfem. Tells
sea began, briefly describes sea life;. and concludee
-Xplanation of man's relationship to sea. :Could -lie
a listening exercise for lower intermediate children.

S Or-SEALS, Bernice` Kohn. Random House 1968.
Grades $ -6,5 Si pages. Informational,

A descriptive book Showing how seals changed from laud to
sea animalstheir environment, arid their relationships
to man. . Could be used -as a reference book.

AMERICANS AND THE-WORLD OF WATER. Harold L. Goodwin ced.) .

University of Delaware Sea Grant College Program., 1977.
Highly recommended!

ANIMALS OF THE SEA. Marcelle Verite. Childrens Press. 1964.
Grades 478. 61page .:InforMatiOngl.

This brilliantly illustrated book -is the American adaptation
of the French,hook Animaux de la Mer.-Each of the 25 sections
Aescribe.a- sea animabr group of marine animals, -Sections
tin the'Sargasso Sea, the Great-8arrier-Reef,and.the Galapagos
Islands are also'included. Art work is by Romain Simon.

THE ART AND _USTRI OF SANDCASTLES. Jan Adkins. Walker
Publishing Co. 1971: Grades 5=8 and all Other readers.
29-pages, Informational.

Twenty -nineW x 15" hard-cover pages, This unique boOk
Cleverly combines the-popo.ar-aeaside-ocuPation- of sand
castle building with the lives and:times of-ancient castle
dwellers.-. Ilithandseme monochrome illustrar,ionsshow the sand
castle builder and the-how and why of castle construntiOn;

:._

they help:develop a vacebulary and:a histroical perspective
In the prOceas.`, Thoroughly, en. oya le.

Adapted fradTroject COAST, .LanguageArts Activities to
Supplement.Coast Learning Eyferiences-_(Learning Experience
No. 5). One of a series of 86 learning experiences on Coastal
and Oceanic7Awareness available from Pro s04 CpAST, 310 Willard_
-Hall, University of:Delaware,' Newark, Delaware 19711.



THE BEACHCOMBER'S. BOOK. BerniceKohn. The Viking Press.

1970. Grades 4-8. 96 pages. Informational.

For the Child who.has access to the beach, this book offers
suggestions for artistic and scientific activities. How to
ess-seaweedS, how to make beach collages and mobiles are

examples. Illustrations are by Arabelle Wheatley. There is
an index,.a bibliography, and a brief catalogue of Atlantic

and Gulf Coast shells.

A BEACHCOMBER'S B . Loren C. Petry. Chatham Press.

1968. Grades 7-8 158 pages. Informational.

A detailed account of flora and fauna.of the New England

Coast. Exquisite pencil drawings of plants and marine algae,
with .a descriptive account of each, make this a high-interest

book.

THE BEACHCOMBER'S HANDBOOK OF SEAFOOD COOKERY. Hugh Zachary.

John F. Blair, Publisher. 1969. For all readers. 208 pages.

Informational.

More than a cookbook. This is a sincere commentary on seaside

conservation. There's a recipe for just about any common
marine animal including octopus; The line drawings are
decorative. There is a serviceable index.

THE BEAVER POND. Alvin Tresselt. Lothrop, Lee

1970. grades 1-6. 17 pages. Fiction.

Shepard Co.

Following the construction of a beaver dam, there is a complex
and predictable succession of ecaogical events. This book
tells the story of the history of a beaver pond and meadow.
There are about 28 illustrations, most of which are in color.

A BOOK OF SNAILS. Sally Moffet Kellin. WM. R. Scott, Inc.

1968. 7 Grades 5-6. 48 pages. Informational.

A reference ipook about snalks includes the snail's life cycle
and instructions for keeping then as pets in terrariums.
Reference is made to why snails may be considered as pests.
Black-and-white photographs help to make this book a good
selection for high-interest reluctant readers.



CAPE COD. Henry David Thoreau. W. W. Norton.

@ CANNERY ROW. John Steinbeck.

CHALLENGE OF THE SEAFLOOR.
lin Co. 1970. Grades 7=12.

Viking. ,1945,---

951.

Adelaide Field. Houghton
133 pages.

The story of the development of the sUbtaiine with particular
emphasis-given to the/scientific research, vessel,,the.Alvin.
Tracer; the development ofAlvin and details its.journeys.:
Closes on-anecological:regard for the presentationof the
Sea. A-high interest bookJor,the student interested in
mechanical means of underwater exploration.

"CLIMATOLOGY AND WEATHER SERVICES OF THE ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY
AND GREAT LASS." U.S. Weather Bureau. Technical Paper. No.
35. '1959.

COASTAL ECOSYS NT: A TECHNICAL FOR THE
CONSERVATION OF COASTAL RESOURCES. John R. Clark. John Wiley &
Sons. New York, New York. 977. 928 pages.

CURIOUS WORLD OF TIE CRAB. Joseph J. Cook.- Dodd, Mead &
1970. Upper Middle School and others. 96 pages. Informational

Illustrated mostly by -black - and -white photographs. There is a
chapter on crabs in 8eneral as crustaceans and 39 pages describing
va ous crabs.of-the world. One -chapter.is devoted to a non=crab,'
the :Horseshoe crab (LiMulUs), as a living-fossil and there is a
short discussion on crabitytholo- The last chapter deals - ..with
crabs --.as seafood for peottle.

DIRECTORY OF SHIPWRECKS OP, THE GREAT LAKES. Karl E. Heden
Bruce Humphries Publishers _Boston. 1966.

@ *THE EDGE OF THE SEA. RachelL. Carson. Houghton Mifflii
Co. 1955. Upper Middle-SthoolHigh School. 251 pages.
Informdtibnal. .

I

a4lant and animal life'.envirdnments-of the coral reef, sandy
beaCh, and-tOckY coast are explored in,thiabook. The:author'
.:AttiMpts:to develop an appreciation of seaand surf. Accurate
scientific insights are written in,a literary style. Labeled
Tencil skee0hes oftiarine plants and animals, make this a reference
and'guidebo:* for interested people.

EXPLORING NEW ENGLAND SHORES:
Waters.

A BEACHCOMBERS HANDBOOK. John F.-
Inc.- Lexington, Mass. 1974. 198 - pages.

Provides information on coastline formation, shore ecology, crafts,
aquariums, recipies and New England sea monsters.



CAPTAIN COOK Bellis. 40Graw-Hill Bock Co. 196

Grades 5-6. 60 pagesh Biography.

A biograOhy about the British explorer, Captain James Cook.

Inpludes details about his voyages. .Pencil drawings and

maps-are used for further e lanation.

THE CHALLENGE OF THE SEAFLOOR. Adelaide' Field. Houghton

Mifflin Co. 1970: Grades 7-12. 133 pages. Informational.

The story_ of the development of the submarine with particular -_

emphasis given to the scientific research vessel, the Alvin.

Traces the development of Alvin and details its journeys.

Closes on an ecological regard Mr the presentatifin ofthe
sea. A high interest Wok for the student interested in

mechanical. means of underwater oxploration

ORLD OF THE tYSTER. Joseph J. Cook. Dodd,

Mead & Co, 1974. Grades 7-8. SO pages. Informational.

4

.This is quit6 a thorough development of the subject including

anatomy and reproduCtion; predators, disease and environmental

problems. There are very interesting sections on the history,

the culture and harvesting of oysters and finally how to eat

them. Bibliography, index and black-and-white photographs.

WEATHER SERVICES OF THE ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY
S." U. S. Weather Bureau. Technical Paper No

CREATURES OF THE DEEP. Agnes McCarthy. Prentice-Ha Inc.

1963. Grades 5-6. 79 pages. Informational.

A book about various kinds of life in the sea. Some are..

familiar and all are intriguing. Much information about 1 fe

in the sea is presented.

AIRRCTCRY OF EHIPWRECIC

Bruce Humphx hers
AT _S Karl B. Heden_ .-

Boston. 1966. ,



THE CURIOUS WORLD OF THE CRAB. Joseph J. Cook. Dodd,
Mead o. 1970. Upper middle school and oche
96 pages. Informational.

Illustrated Fatly by black -and -white photographs. There is
n chapter on crabs in general as crustaceans and 39 pages
describing various crabs of the world. One chapter is
devoted to a non-crab, the horseShoe crab (Limulus), as a
living fossil and there_is a short discussion on
mythology. The last chapter deals with crabs as
for people.

crab
seafood

DEEP-SEA WO THE STORY OF OCEANOGRAPHY. Charles Coombs.
William Morrow & Co. 1966.- Upper Intermediate Middle School.
251 pages. Informational.

Tells about the ocean and manes uses and abuses of it.
Begins with how the oceans were formed and presents all the
aspects of the sea. Terminology related to the study of
oceanography is explained in context, indicating this book
would be of value to a student with high interest in this
area. Charts and photographs are numerous.

DISC ERING THE AMERICAN STORK. Jack Denton Scott and Ozzie
Sweet. Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich, Inc. 1976.
Upper ,Intermediate. '64 pages. Infomational.

A factual account of the life of the American stork, a
recently discovered-species. Myths about the stork are
also explained. The flourishing of the species in modern
times is researched for the reader. The book would be
valuable to someone with high interest or as a reference
book about the American stork. Presents unique qualities
of American wood stork and discusses efforts to preserve the
species in Florida.- Black-and-white photographs.

THE EDGE OF THE SEA. Rachel L. Carson. Houghton Mifflin Co.
1955. Upper Middle School-High School. 251 pages.
Informational.

The plant and animal life environments of the coral reef,
sandy,beadh, and rocky- -coast are explored in this book.
Tie author attempts to develop an appreciation of sea and
surf. Accuratescientific insights are written in a literary
style. Labeled pencil sketches of marine plants and animals
make this a reference and guidebook for interested people.'



it ELISABETH H MYSTERY. Felice Holman. The

Macmillan Co 1966. Lower Intermediate. 49 pages.

Fiction.

A mystery
Elisabeth
the marsh.
The facts

story that offers information as well as intrigue

and a friend try to identify strange calls from

In doing this they learn about bird migration.

in this book do not seem dull because humor is

maintained through story-telling.

ELISABETH, THE TREASURE HUNTER. Felice Holman. The

Macmillan Co. 1964. Lower Intermediate. 42 pages.

Fiction.

A story about Elisabeth, Papa,- and a friend who are looking

for hidden treasure. The perSon who hid the treasure gave

them clues. In trying to follow the clues, they discover

life on the shore The plot of the story. Overshadows

information -about marine life in this story.

EXPLORERS OF THE DEEP. Donald W. Cox. Hammond, Inc. 196

Middle School. 93 pages. Biography.

This book tells the stories of eighteen men who have made

contributions to the study of the sea. It begins with

Benjamin Franklin and concludes with contemporary oceanographer

Roger Revel's. A chapter is devoted to future technological

explorations of the ocean.

EXPLORING A BR LIFE IN THE RUNNING WATER.

and Cecil bubell. Parents Magazine Press. 197E

Intermediate`. 61 pages. Informational.

inifred
Lower

A one- or two -page explanation of the various kinds of plant

and animal life found in and near a brook. Pencil sketches

illustrate each description.

EX ()RING AND UNDERST ING OCEANOGRAPHY. Anabel Dean.

Benef c Press. 1970. bower and Upper Intermediate.

96 pages. Informational.

A question,and-answer format is used to explain the fundamen-

tals of Oceanography. It begins with a description of the

planet Eart7h; tells about currents, waves,'And tides; and

concludes with a discussion of underwater exploration and

treasures frokthe sea. Each chapter concludes with questions

and simple experiments.- A resource book that would be of

value .for a learning experience about oceanography.



FAMOUS SMALL BOAT VOYAGES. Walter Buehr. G. P. Putnam's
Sons. 1966. Grades 4-6. 128 pages. Informational.

Discusses the preparationS and adventures of the crews of
nine small boats on long and hazardous voyages. Included
are tales of the first Atlantic crossing by a lone woman,
the first Atlantic -crossing in a rowboat, and the first
single-handed cruise around the world. Illustrated with t
color sketches.

A FIELD GUIDE E SHELLS OF OUR ATLANTIC ANLL GULF COASTS.
Percy A. Morris. Houghton Mifflin Co. 1951.
High School. 228 pages. Informational

Middle,School-

Primarily an identification guide to over 500 kinds of shells.'
Also tells about the lifestyles of many sea animals. -.Provides
information about emptying shells, recording finds, and
-classifying'and associating different kinds of shells.

FINS AND A STORY OF STRANGE FISH. Elizabeth A.
Campbell. Little, Brown & Co. 1963. ex.-Intermediate.
58 pages. Informatidnal.

A Story about different kinds of fish found in the oceans.
Using analogieS (e.g.i.swimming balloon for puffer), the author
describes_some varieties of strange fish in simple sentences.
Pictures accompany each description.

THE FIRST BOOK OF THE OCEAN. Sam and Beryl Epstein. Franklin
Watts, Inc. 1961. Upper IL-ermediate. 70 pages.
Informational.

An exploratory book about oceans including,tides,, waves,
currents, the ocean floor, continental shelvesvand slopes
Life in the ocean is discussed and future hopes for the world
in the ocean are noted.. Illustrated with sketches..

THE FIRST BOOK ©_F THE SEASHORE., Wyatt BlaSsingitme. Franklin
Watts, Inc. 1964. Upper Intermediate. 58\pages.
Informational.

--.

A:description of the seashores of theyorf4. ATills abdut the
_plant and animal life found there and the prOcesses that affect
it. The author_ attempts to impart understanding of, things. seen

theseashore Pencil sketches illustrate some of the forms
of plant and animal life.



FISHES. Loren P. Woods. Follett Publishing Co.- 1969.

Grades 3-6. pages. Informational.

This excellent book on fisheS discusses their evolution,
distribution, and ecology. The book is enhanced by Tom
Dolan's brilliant color illustrations. The sections on
coral reef fishes, deep-sea fishes, and fishes of the WeSt
Indies are particularly well done.

FISHES. Herbert S. Zim and Hurst H. Shoemaker. The Golden

Press.- 1955. Middle School and others. 160 pages.

Informational.

For the identification of the common fresh and salt water

fishes of North America. ,Speties are identified by color
pictures. Common and scientific names are given.: Useful

guide for beginners.

FISHES_OF THE GREAT LAKES REGION. Carl Hubbs and Karl

Lagler. Bulletin-26 (rev.) . ' Bloomfield Hills, Michigan.
Cranbrook institute of Science. :1958.

FISHING FOR TUNA. Lewis Allison. Melmont Publishers, Inc.

wer Middle School. 35 pages. Informational:

The ships, nets, and procedures of catching tuna are well

described. Good monochrome illustrations of tuna and tuna

fishing.

FRESHWATER FURY YARNS AND REMINISCENCES OF THE GREATEST pirpRm

N INLAND NAVIGATION. Frank Barcus. Wayne State University

Press, Detroit. 1960.

FOUR WALRUSES FROM_ARCTIC_TO OCEANARIUM. Lou Jacobs, Jr.

R. Scott, Inc. 1968.' Grades 7 and up. 62 pages.

Informational.

A factual account of the development of four walruses captured

in -Alaska and raised in California. Actual photographs of the

Walruses all during development are included. The author,

speaks of the walruses with affection and describes each one

as an individual with unique personality traits. A unique book.



FRESH WATER FROM SALTY SEAS. David O. Woodbury. Dodd,
Mead & Co. 1967. Grades 6 -12. 96 pages.. Informational.

All of the industrial methods of desalination that show
promise are reviewed. Some of the technical passages may
require studied, reading. The book is indexed and contains
about 35 photographs and drawings. David O. Woodbury is the
author of more than 31 science books for children.

FRIENDLY DOLPHINS. Patricia Lauber. Random House.
1963, Grades :4 -6. 79 pages. Informational.

Many different aspects of the'dolphin.are covered: the history_
of the dolphin as a friend of man; its physical make-up and
similarities to other Species; and its unique sonar.telents.
Photographs and sketches are included.

-GEOLOGY OF_THE GREAT LAKES. Jack L. Hough. -Urbana, Illinois.
Uniyersity of Illinois Press. 1958.

41

GREAT S COUNTRY. Russell McKee. . New York, New York.
Thomas Y, Crowell Co. 1966.

THE GREAT LAKES READER. Walter Havighurst. New York, New York.
The Macmillan Company. 1966.

THE GLACIAL LASS SURROUNDING MICHIGAN. Robert W.' Kelly.
Lansing, Michigan. Michigan.Department of Conservation.
December 19604-

GREAT SEA POETRY. Willard Bascom, ed. .Compass Rublic ions.
Inc. . 1969. Upper. Middle-High School. 119 pages.
Poetry.-

Includes poems by. Rudyard Kip ng,A. A. Milne, John Mas f eld,
Lewis Carroll, Matthew Arnold, Robert Browning, Oliver
Wendell Holmes,-Sir William Gilbert, John Gray, and J. Frank
Stimson. The,Poetic nature of the sea becomes evident-as
onereads the desoriptiveTemotion-filled lines. A glossary
of special words and a gazetteer of places (listed by poem)
is included.

-55-



THE GREAT WHALES. Herbert _ zim. William Morrow & Co. 1951.

Grades Informational.

An extremely detailed description of the physiology of the

whale. Different species and habits of whales are discussed

and depiCted by black-and-white drawings. Large print would

probably make this boOk appealing to young whale enthusiasts.

Gpu.s. Hard Eimerl. Simon and Schuster.- 1969. Grades4-8.

64 pages. Informational.

Nature writer Sorel Eimerl describes various-members of the

gull. family, their feeding and hunting habits, and their

migratory and courtship behiVior. Illustrated with 30 black-
,

and-white photographs. Index included.

HALIC: TIE STORY OF A GRAY SEAL. Ewan Clarkson. E. P. Dutton

CO. 1970.. Upper Middle School. 158 pages. Fiction.

The authorls'excellent liteiary skills are evident by the

realistic descriptions in this fascinating story of the life

of Halic, a gray seal. Several appropriate illustrations

make the natural setting even more convincing.

HARVESTING THE SEA. D. X. Fenten. J. B.,Lippincott Co.

1970. Grades 4 and up. 5S pages. Informational.

A good reference for learning about the riches found in the

sea (plants, animals, and minerals) and careers related to

the harvesting of these riches. Photographs andIsketcheS

are good,

HIGH WATER AT CATFISH BEND. Ben Lucien Burman. Puffin Books.

1974. Grades 4 and up. 123 pages. Fiction.

Enchanting story of five animals -who realize theymustIo get
their personal problems and work tOgether. Their hOme is the

Mississippi flood plains and they are disgusted with the way

humans are controlling floodS. They units to do something

about it..



HOMES BENEATH THE SEA: AN INTRODUCTION TO OCEAN ECOLOGY.
Boris Arnov, Jr. Little, Brown .& Co. 1969. trades 7-9.
131 pages. Informational.

Each of the chapters deals with a different habitat in and
near the sea: seashore, continental Shelf, open sea, coral
reef, and the high seas. The book contains well written
passages but it suffers frOM poor organization. A 'book of
this_sort should have a bibliography; this one doesn't.
The photographs are good.

HORSESHOE CRAB. Robert M. McClung. William MorrOw
Lower Intermediate. 48 pages. Fiction.

Describes the life cycle of the horseshoe crab, an animal
that is a common sight along the Atlantic coastline. Also
describes theparts of the horseshoe crab one can observe
at the beach. Black-and-white sketches illustrate and add
much detail to the text.

1967.

HOW TO KNOW TILE AMERICAN MARINE SHELLS. R. Tucker Abbott.
The New American Library. 1961. Grades 7 add up. 222 pages.

Informational.

Abbott divides his reference book into two parts. In his
Natural History section he discusses the mechanics of havin4
shells as a hobby--collecting and cleaning shells, and
Organizing shell collecting clubS. In the Identification
section he describes each, type of shell in greet detail and
refers the reader to color plates. included.

IN THE DEEP BLUE SEA. Elizabeth Morgan. Prentice-Hall, Inc.
1962. Upper Intermediate-Middle. School. 10 pages.
Informational.'

An account of the sea- s explorations, ocean mining, oil-
drilling, harvesting of ocean crops, and fossils of the deep.
The book also includes simple explanations of some jobs which
can be found involving working under the sea. A beginning
study of oceanography. Acquaints reader with the past and
present research, underwater archaeology, biology, and the
importance of the sea for the future.



ISLAND OF THE BLUE DOLPHINS. Scott O'Dell. Houghton

Mifflin Co. 1960. Grades 6 and up. 184 pages.

Historical Fiction.

An account of a young native girl's life alone on the "Island

of the Blue Dolphins." This fascinating tale is based on.

facts recorded by ship captains that actually knew the girl.

A must for adventure lovers.

T R'S RIDE. Blair Lent. Atlantic Monthly Press. 1966.

Intermediate. 48 pages. Fiction.

A tall tale about a shipwrecked man named John Tabor who

hitches a ride on a whale from the South Seas to his home in

Nantucket. Me has a traveling companion and together they
have an encounter with Neptune. Detailed illustrations add

interest to the story.

LAKE ERIE

LAKEHURON. Fred Landon. Bobbs Mer Company, New York.

.LAKE MICHI __o M. Quaife. Bobbs Merrill Company. New York.

LAKE ONTARIO. Arthur Pond. Hobbs Merrill Company. New York.

LAKE SUPERIOR. Grace Nute. Bobbs Merrill Company. New York.

an Hatcher. Bobbs Merr 1 Company. New York.

LANDS ADRIFT: THE STORY OF CONTINENTAL DRIFT_ . Malcolm Weiss.

Parents Magazine Press. 1975. Grades 4-6. 63 pages.

Informational.

A readable and enjoyable discussion of how land has drifted

and changed over millions of years. Also presents historical

hypotheses of how this occurs.

THE LAST F
1967.

E BIRD
1 grades.

Harris A. Stone. Prentice-Hall, Inc.

Fiction.

A plea to save our environment is made in this picture book for

all ages. Beautiful water color illustrations.
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EXPLORE A TIDE POOL. Bruce E. Tatje and Mark A.
Weise. Science Dept., Martin County High School, Stuart,
Frj4 1971. Grades 2 and up. 39 pages.

A clear, concise guidebook for exploring a tide pool. The
environment and the organisms found in it are described and
often sketched. An aSset.to a group of young marine biologists.

LET'S GO ON A TURTLE WATCH. Diana Hart and:Larry Crary.
Martin County,High School, Stuart, FL. 1970. ,Grades 3 and up.

Informational.

A well presented field guide for young children interested in
turtles and their habitats. Bibliography included.

LIFE_IN PONDS. Jean Gorvett. American Heritage Press. 1970.

Middle School and up. 31 pages. Informational.

An introduction to the living things in a pond and how to fish
and observe them. The common plants of freshwater.)ponds are
attractively and accurately illustrated in color and very
briefly discussed (about one page). _There is one page on the
smaller invertebrates, three nicely.illustrated pages on
mollusks, and an appealing eight-page section oh,inSects.
The reptiles are accorded one page, the amphibians three,
tishes one, birds two, and mammals (the muskrat) one. The
remaining five pages are divided into sections on worms,
scavengers, parasites, aquariums, and record keeping. There
is no bibliography Or index.

LIFE IN THE SEA. ne Vevers. McGraw-Hill Book Co. 1965.

Lower and Upper Intermediate. 42 pages.
. Informational.

An informative, handsomely illustrated book about forms of sea
life. The author attempts to impart understanding of that
the sea is like and how it is explored.

THE LIFE OF SEA ISLANDS. N. J. and Michael Berrill. McGraw-
Hill BoOk Co. 1969. Grades 3 and up. 231 pages: Informational.

A very complete reference that discusses many islands and their
origins, wildlife, and importance. Outstanding photographs
and illustrations. A topnotch reference.
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THE LIFE OF THE MARSH. William A. Niering. McGra Hill

Book Co. 1966. Grades 6-12. 232 pages.

Maintains the high standards of the books in this series.
One section describes the distribiltion of the eight types
of wetlands in the United States. Another section describes
the energy flow through wetland ecosystems. Contains about

200 illustrations, many in color. A glossary, appendices,
a bibliography, and an indek are included.

THE LIFE OF THE OCEAN. N. J. Berrill. l4cGraw -Hill Book Co.

1966. Grades 6-12. 232 pages. Informational.

DisOusses the wide variety of plants and animals found in
.

different parts of the ocean. BeaUtifully illustrated with

many photographs, many of which are in color. The appendix
includes a section on starting and maintaining a marine
aquarium. A glossary bibliography, And index are also

included.

THE LIFE OF THE SEASHORE. William H. Amos. McGraw -Hill Book

Co. 1966. Grades 7-12. 231 pages.

Describes the diverse kinds of marine shore life to be found in
and around sandy beaches, tidal flats, rocky cliffs, etc.

Richly illustrated in vivid color, including many of the

author's photomicrographs. The book, like others in the

series, describes life in terms of ecological patterns and
relationships. There are five appendices, a glossary, a
bibliography, and an index.

LITTLE CALF, adapted from YEAR OP THE WHALE. Victor B.

Seheffer. Charles Scribner's Sons. 1970. Upper intermediate.

140 pages; Fiction.

This, is the fictionalized, but biologically accurate story
of a young Sperm whale during his first year of life.
Illustrated;

THE LIVING SEA. Ritchard Read. Penguin Books, Inc.

Middle School and up. 48 pages. Informational.

Very briefly introduces the organisms of the sea. Some are

nicely illustrated in fUll color, including plankton,
seaweeds, mollusks, crustaceans, fishes, and mammals; Very
brief attention is given to vertical Migration, food chains,

food pyramids, geography, and evolution. There is a list of
oceanographic expeditions', a list of suggested readings, and

a one-page index. No. 11 of the Explorer Series. Paper cover.
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Dahlov Ipcar. Alfred A. Knopf, Inc. 1962.
Grades 4 and up. 38 pages. Fiction.

Color paintings profusely illustrate the work of the lobster-
man, his clothing, his boat, the traps, and the lobsters.
A boy helps prepare the boat and equipment and finally enjoys
a lobster dinner.

LOG TH 1S PORTATION IN THE LAKE STATES. W. C. Rector.
Glendale, California. A. H. Clark Company. 1953.

THE LONG SHIPS PASSING. Walter Havighurst. New York, New York.
The Macmillan Company. 1942.

LONG VOYAGE. THE LIFE CYCLE OF A GREEN TURTLE. Alvin
and Virginia Silverstein. Frederick Warne & Co. 1972.
Middle School and others. 48 pages. Fiction.

The life cycle of the green sea turtle iwtraced by a team Of
scientists and a young boy on a long, hazardous journey across
hundreds of miles of open ocean. A glimmer of insight into
marine research and the balance of nature may be achieved.

LORE OF THE _LAKES. Dana Thomas Bowen, Cleveland, Ohio.
The Lakeside Printing Company. 1948.

MAGIC OF THE SEA. Max Albert Wyss. The Viking Press. 1968.
All ages. 86 pages. Info..mational.

Superb photographs of the sea and its inhabitants are combined
with essay and poems to make a moving essay about people and
the sea. The influence of the oceans on human cultures is
impressively developed. A handsome book.

MAN EXPLORES THE SEA. Malcolm E. Weiss. Julian Messner. 1969.
Upper Middle School and others. 110 pages. Informational.

The story of the three Sea ab expeditions in which man lived
for many days at the bottom pf the sea and of other explora-
tions of the ocean depths. illustrated with black-and-white
photographs. Glossary and indx.

C.`



A MAP IS APICTURE. Barbara Rinkoff. Thomas Y. Crowell Co.

5. Upper Elementary School and others. 35 pages.

Informational..

Various kinds of maps and charts and their symbols are

introduced. This brief experience could lead to many
educational experiences.

MARSHES ANL7 MA SH LIFE. Arnold Dobrin. Coward-McCann. 1969.

Grades 4 -5. 47 pages. Informational.

The author successfully describes marsh life in termsof the

effects that seasonal changes and tidal fluctuations have on

the marsh's inhabitants. The well written book is illustrated

with the author's brilliant watercolors. A strong case is

made for marsh conservation.

MEET THE MEN WHO SAILED THE SEA. John Dyinent. Random House.

1966. Lower Middle School. 85 pages.

A historical treatment of sailing craft And ,sailors from log

canoes, and reed boats to clipper ships. It ends with a brief

account of Slocum's solo voyage around the world in 1895.

Famous mariners included Eric the Red, Marco Polo, Magellan,

Cook, and Francis Drake. Nicely illustrated with monochrome

drawings.

MISS. PICK FELL GOES ERSEA. Ellen MacGregor. McGraw-Hill

ok Co. 1953. Grades 4 125 pages. Fiction.

What a fun way to learn about sonar, atomic-powered submarines,

and under-the-sea salvaging. The always' unpredictable Miss

Pickerel]. Must use these things,in the recovery of her price-

less Mars rocks that were being transported on a ship that sank.

THE MYSTERY OF THE RED TIDE. Frank Bonham. E. P . Dutton & Co.

1966. Upper Intermediate. 128 pages.

Exciting tide-pool exploring on the Pacific Coast along with

solving a mystery make for an exciting summer for Jill and her

newly arrived cousin Tommy from Kentucky.

NETS OVERBOARD! Jack Coggins. Dodd, Mead & Co. 1965.

'Grades 6 and up. 96' pages. :Informational.

An- account of the methods used in the fishing industry. Opeano-

graphy and life in the sea are also discussed. Many supporting

.pictures And captions.
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THE OCEAN WORD. Peter Ryan. Penguin Books, Inc. 1973.

48 pages. Informational.Grades 7 and up.

The ocean itself and almost everything that affects
covered by Ryan's short but informative book. A bit of
history of the exploration of the undersea world is presented
including pictures of an early diving'bell and undersea
saucers. A good introduction to the ocean's wealthy
potential--oil, minerals, and hydroelectric power.

OCTOPUS LIVES IN THE OCEAN. William and Peggy Stephens.
Holiday House. 1968. Middle School. 47 pages.

Does a good job of describing the life of an Atlantic octopus
for young readers. The book is well illustrated mostly in -

black-and-white, and the common neighbors of the octOpUS are
introduced in interesting accounts of day-to-day events.

OF MEN A MARSHES. Paul L. Errington. The Iowa State
University Press. 1957. Grades 8-12. 150 pages.

This is a book of emories and philosophy by a man who rose
from fur trapper to college professor. .ItAlescribes marshes
all over America, but dwells on the glaciated prairie marshes
of the Dakotas. The 23 illustrations are excellent but do not
have captions. There is no index. The author's knowledge of
marsh ecOlogy makes this Favery worthwhile book.

PAGOO. Moiling Clancy Hol_ing. -Houghton Mifflin Co. 1957.

Grades 3-9. 87 pages. Fiction.

This book tells the story of Pagoo, a hermit crab, from
larvation to maturity. Life in the tidal pool is not easy.
There is-a chronic housing Shortage. Risks are incurred in
the love-making adventure. This complete book has 20 full-
page color drawings'and numerous marginal illustrations.

PENGUINS: THE BIRDS WITH FLIPPERS Elizabeth S. Austin.
Random House. 1968. Middle School. 84 pages. Informational.

Authoritative book about the lives of various species-of penguins
with good black-and-white photographs and a history of penguin
naturalists. An index.

t



PIONEERS OF EARLY WATERWAYS. Llith McCall- Childrens Press.

1961. Middle School. 127 pages. Biography.

A collection of stories about early Americans on the canals
and rivers. Includes stories about Davy Crockett, Mike Fink,

and Mark Twain. A steamboat race is the climax.

POND LIFE: A GUIDE T COMMON PLANTS AND ANIMALS OF NORTH

N PONDS AND LAKES. George K. Reid Go den Press.

1967. Middle School and others. 160 pages. Informational.

Mostly a very usable manual for identification of a wide variety-
of common plants and animals of fresh water ponds, inFluding
birds and mammals. There- is a very brief treatment of the
physical features of a pond and of aquatic ecosystems, and
a bibliography and five-page index. Useful for amateur pond

watchers of all. ages.

2yESTIONS ABOUT THE OCEANS. Harold Dubach and Robert Taber.

Government Printing Office. Grades 3 and up. 121 pages.

`Informational.

Look up the question you want ,answered in the table of contents*

turn to the page on which that quettion appears, and there you

have it. One hundred questions are answered. Relevant diagrams

and sketches are included. ,Simple, easy-to-use reference book.

UESTIONS AND ANSWER:3 ABOUT SEASHORE LIFE. Ilka Katharine List.

Four Winds Press. 1970. Upper ntermediate. 123 pages.

Informational.

Excellent book. Uses a question- and - answer format to discuss

the animals found near rocky,_ sandy, and muddy shores. Well'

illustrated.

THE QUEST OF CAPTAIN COOK. Millicent Selsam. Doubleday _

1962. Grades 6 and up.. 126 pages. Informational.

James Cook's efforts to explore uncharted oceans And lands come

to life in this book. His travels took him around the world
and resulted in the discovery.of-many new lands. Simple, milit

effective illustrations.,



THE RE MAPKABLE DOLPHIN. Henry Chapin. Young Scott Books.
Upper intermediate. 92 pages. Informational.

.An informational book about the life-style and life cycle of
the dolphin. It gives specific information apoilt the Tursiops
truncatus, the dolphin that is familiar along the Atlantic
Coast. The author explains the. Turaiops' behavior, intelligence,
and physiology. Illustrated with black-and-white drawings.

THE RISE AND FALL OF THE SEAS1 THE STORY OF TIDES. Ruth
Brindze. Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc. 1964. Upper
Intermed$ate-Mdle School. 91 page g-.7 informational.

Good introduction to causes,and effects, and-dangers and uses of
tides. Illustrated with black-and-white photographs and
diagrams.-

lia Goetz. William Morrow
63 pages. Informational.

Company. 1969. Inte ediate.

An exploratory book about the rivers of the world. What has been
learned about them through history is discussed as well as how
they_are formed_. Some famous rivers are also mentioned and the
need for river conservation and water pollution controls is
pointed out. Black-and-white drawings illustrate this book.

THE ROCKY SHORE'. Tohn ng14. Kisbury. The Chatham Press, Inc.
. 1970. Grades Tand up.- 77 pages.
in

The physical characteristids and land and sea flora and fauna
of the New England Coast are described in great detail. The
original state, subsequent development, and present state of
the coastline are also depicted by excelq.ent black-and-white
sketches. An index of plant, animal, and rock types is included.
May also serve as a practical field guide.

THE ROPE'S -END. Reginald S. Hegarty. Houghton Mifflin - Co.
1965.- Grades 6. and up. 131 pages. Fiction.

At -the age of 12, Hegarty made his
of the crew on hiS father's ship.
is not easy for such a mischievous
frequently result in a meeting of
"rope's end." Exciting, charming,
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A VOYAGE THE DISCOVERER. Peter Briggs.

Simon & Schuster. 1969. Grads 7 and up. 128 pages.

Informational.

The author fills us in on what he learned day by day Aboard

the:Discovererra highly complek and sophisticated vessel

deigned to explore the Sea in great detail.4PhotograPhs

and captions are helpful. ,

SEA AND SHORE. Clarence J. Hylander. The Macmillan Co.

1950. Upper Intermediate-Middle School. 242 pages.

Informational-

Very readable story of plants and animals that live On the

shore. Seaweeds, mollusks; crustaceans, jellyfish,, univalves

starfish, sadd dollars, and sea urchins are among the forms o.

life described. The physical features of the ocean environ-

ment and how the. organisms have adapted are also discussed.

Illustrated with black and-white photographs and diagrams.;::

fi

THE SEA AROUND US. Rachel Carson. Fray

Golden Press. 1951. Grades 8-12. 259
lin Watt- 1961. /

ages. Informational./

Miss Carson's famous book is the winnerof many accolades,

including the National Book Award. In the-book she-discri

the sea in three differentWays: the mother sea, the reSt ess

sea, and the sea's relationship with man,,i.e.; man and't

sea about him. The book conveys knowledge of the sea in

language that often rises to poetic elegance.

SEABIRD. Rolling Clancy Holling. Houghton 1 1948.
Upper Intermediate. 60 pages. Fiction.

The story of an ivory carved gull created :by, a a whaling

boat. The adventures of the gull, Seabird, as it a ses through

four generations of its creator, form the story. S of,

the development of crafts of the sea, and finally a ns-

portation, take the reader on a journey through America's .

past. Full-page color illustrations and pencil drawings along

margin enhance the story.

fi

SEA CAREERS. D. X. Fenten. J. B. Lippincott Co. 1970.

Grades 4 and up. 162 pages. Informational.

An extensive listing of jobs related to the sea. Descriptions,

qualifications, schooling, suggested salaries (now outdated),

addresses of some sources for information and applications,.

and an index are included.
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THE SEA EGG. LlIcy M. Boston: Harcoukt, Brace & World..
1967. Jipper,Intermediate. 94 pages. Fiction.

A story about two yOung brothers and their magical summer
at the beach. After purchasing an unusual egg- shaped
rock they hideit,in a'pool,Of sea water and wait for- it
to hatch.' The boys' adventures with what hatches weave
this sea tale.

.HORSES. Lilo Hess. Charles Scribner!s Sons. 1966.
Lower Intermediate.: 46 pages. Informational,

This book is about the life cycle of the sea horse. The
physiology.of the-animal is discusSed as well as others of
\its family in the- marine environment. Directions for making
an,aquariumfor sea horses are given. Black - and -white
photographs are used throughout the book.

SEALS. K. M. Backhouse. Golden Press; 1969. Grade
and up. 96 pages. Informational.

.Photographs (color and black-and-white) of sdals in their
natural habitats help makethis such an impressive reference.
The author initially describes many types of seals and later
concentrates on Grey seal and its life-style.

SEASHELLSOF THE WORLD. R. Tucker Abbott.
1962. Upper Intermediate and up. 162 pages.
InformatiOnal.

den Press.

Outstanding pocket handbook.. Comprehensive and well illus-,'
trated. Uses both common and scientific names.

=

SEASHORES: GUIDE TO ANIMAT MD PLANTS ALONG THE BEACHES.
Herbert S. im and. Lester Ingle. Golden. Press; 1955.
Grades 5-12. 160 pages.
Informational.

About 460 forms of seashore life are desdribed and illustrated
in this book. It is attractive and -authoritative. Its
convenient hip-pocket sizemakes it a=aseful companion for
anyone who frequents the beaches. There is an index with a
list of scientific names of the plants and animals discussed.
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1= ALONG-THE HOR_
°Publishers. 196

licent Selsam. Harper & Row

er Intermediate, Informational.

Discusses some of the things ch ldren might wonder about as

they walk along the beach: why the sea is salty; the
formation of sand and dunes; sea shells and animals on the

beach; tides and what causes them; and animal tracks in th

sand. Also discusses the intertidal zone and insects0fou

near the shore. Colorful illustrations show what is be

described.

SEE THROUGH THE LAKE. Millicent Selz_ Harper & R Publishers.

1958. Lower Intermediate. 48 pages. Informa nal.

An explanation of lakes--how they were formed, whit ypes

life they support, and the effect of the land aroUnd them.

A description of specific types of life found at differ

levels of water is included. Pictures showing c34arly what

the author is discussing aid in understanding for the young.

reader.

of

SEE THRO H THE S . Millicent Selsam and Betty

shers. 1955. Lower Intermediate.

Informational.

Harper

A story about a journey into the depths of the sea and what

things a person might see there. Animal and plant life at

different depths are explored. The author uses a
part

insert

diagram, on every page to help show exactly what part of the

sea is bei.7explained.

SHIPS THAT NEVER DIE. Marine Historical Society of Detroit.

Detroit, Michigan. 1952

SHIPWRECKS OF THE LAKES. Dana Thomas Bowen. The Laketide Pub-'

lishing. Company. -:Cleveland, Ohici. 1952.

"SOME SEA.TERMS IN LAND SPEECH." Samuel F. Batchelder.

The New England Quarterlz (January -October ?. 1929. pp. 625-653.
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SPRING COMES TO THE OCEAN. Jean Craighead George. Thomas
Y. Crowell Co. 1965. Upper Middle School and'others.
110 pages. Fiction.

The book consists` of a series of well written accounts'of'
various marine' animals as spring approaches.. Included are
the hermit trab, turtle, man-of-war, octopus, porpoise, oyster,
starfish, fishes, and some of the lower invertebrates. It
ends with a chapter on the gray whale ood reading.
Sparsely illustrated with black-and-white drawings.

STARFISH. Edith Thacher Hurd. Thomas Y. Crowell Co. 1965.
35 pages. Informational.

A delightful introduction to the starfish: Its life-style
and beauty ere described with carefully chosen words.
Fascinating illustrations give the reader 'a feeling of being
near the'sea.

STRANGE FISHES OF THE SEA. Olive L. Earle. William Morrow Co.
1966. Lower Intermediate. 63 pages. Informational.

An informational book about some creatures who live in the sea
and who are thought to have strange shapes and habits. Compares
sea and land animals, such as sea snakes and land snakes.
Black-and-white pencil drawings Illustrate this book.

THE SUNLIT SEA. Augusta Goldin. Thomas Y. Crowell C
-intermediate. 33 pages. Informational.'

wer

An: introductory book about'the ecosystem of-the-Undersea world
as far downas Sunlight penetrates (about 200 feet). Plant and
animal life found at: this level are described. Drawings
done in:three colors illustrate this book.

SURF'S UP! Arthur H. Klein and Mj C. 'Klein. The .Hobbs- Merrill
Co. 1966. Upper Middle School and:others. 224,pages.

A collection of 79 photographs and stories, cartoons, poems,
and anecdotes:about surfing. Great reading for devotees of the
sport.
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SWAN OF' _THE EAST. Edwin B.. Hoyt. The Macmillan Co. .1966.

Uppet.Middle'School and others. '00'pages. informational.

An account -ttf the crew of the .German cruiser Emden:in World

War I (1914), as they harrassed allied shipping in Pacific

Ocean. -After the Emden was sunk, they made their way to

Constantinople and their One of the great epics of

naval warfare. Good reading.

TA_ AND
Geoghegan,

TIES. Arnold Dobrin. Coward, McCann &c

966. lower Intermediate. Fiction.

A Japanese tale about a young boy who dreams of buying gold to

gild the Buddha in the village. -The realization of his

dreams and his adventure to the island to purchase the gold

are the focus of the story. Taro's kindness to the sea turtles

is reciprocated in an exciting way. Illustrated with black-

and-white drawings.

T RE BOYS AND A LIGHTHOUSE. Nan Hayden Agle and Ellen Wilson.

Charles. Scribner's Sons 1951. .Lower Middle School. 100 pages.

Fiction.

A good story with a few black-and-white illustrations about the

adventures of three boys who spend a summer helping to tend

a lighthouse.

TIM TO THE RESCUE. Edward Adrizzone. Hen

1949. Lower Intermediate. Fiction.

Walck, Inc.

A story about three boys who are part of:the crew of a ship.-

Tim and Ginger develop a friendship and begin many adventures

on the ship.. Ginger's problems with his hair, and a hurricane

are the major prOblems. .Watercolor drawings illustrate this

book.

THE BR OF EXTINCTION. Edward R. Ricciuti. .Harper

fishers. 1974 Grades 6. and up. 169 pages.

Informational.

The stories of seven animals threatened with extinction are

told: the Puerto. Rican Parrot, the shaggy European Bison,

.Pere David's Deer, the Pine Barrens Tree 'Frog,. the 86g Turtle,:

the Osprey, and the Gray Whale. The comPlexities and morality

of saving living things from extinction.are discussed. There

is an index and very short bibliography. The illUstrat ons

ar -c poor.
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BETWEEN THE TIDES. Elizabeth Shepherd.
e & Shepard. 1972. Upper Intermediate.

Informational.

D cuases how to locate, dig up, and observe
of the intertidal zone. Diagrams illustrate
life forMs ...hat,can be found.

Lothrop,

burrowing animals
the variety of

TROPICAL FISH. Bruce W. Halstead and Bonnie L.
Gcilden Press. 1975. Middle School and others.
Informational.

Illustrated in
maintaining an
of the book is
notes on their

ands.

160 pages.

dolor, with instructions for setting up and
aquarium. Includes notes on fish' health:. Most
an illustrated manual of tropical fish. with
care. Useful.

TURTLES_TORTOTSES,AND TERRAPINS. John Goode. Charles
Scribners Sons. 1971. Middle School and others. 63 pages.,
Informational.

Nicely illustrated with 26 black-and-white drawings of
Variety of the world's "turtles." Describes something
their evolution, Anatomy, reprodUction, migration,. and
problems man has caused them. There are instructions
turtles as pets, a glossary, and index.

a wide
abOut
the .

or keeping

ThE TWILIGHT SEAS--A BLUE WHALE'S JOURNEY. Sally Carrigher.
Weybright and Talley. 1975. Upper Middle School. 179 pages.
Fiction.

Describes a blue whale!sAife and tourney, including unhappy
encounters with humans. Beautiful black-and-white drawings
and interesting well written details make this a valuable
reading experience. No bibliography or,-index.

UNDER THE SEA-WIND. Rachel Carson. New American Library.
1941. Grades 7 and up. 157 pages. Fiction.

An obvious love and understanding of the interdependence:and
life ofthe sea is conveyed inCarson's book. She selects
Several animals of different/specieS to follow closely as
they affect and are affected by their environment.
Beautifully written.
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UNDERWATER ZOOS. Millicent E. Selsam. William Morrow & Co

1961. Grades 5 and up. 96 pages. Informational.

The building and Maintenance of fresh and salt water

aquariums are discussed in this book, Appropriate animals,

plants, and water conditions are clearly cited fiat' those

who would like to begin their own underwater zoos. Simple

drawings support the text.

VEIN. OF IRON. Walter Havighurs

Cleveland, Ohio. 1958.

The World PUblishing Company.

'THE VIKINGS. J. R. L. Anderson. Penguin. Books, Inc. 1974. -

Grades 5 -6. 48 pages. Informational. k-

A kinder look at this infambus group than is usually seen.

Their'origin; life-style, voyages,,crafts,,and pirating raids

are described. Color and pen-and-ink drawings help present

a clearer picture of the Vikings'.. way of life,

THE VOYAGES OF COLUMBUS. Rex and Thea Rienits. The Hamlyn

Publishing Group, Ltd, 1970. Upper. Middle School and up.

151 pages. Informational.

Describes the life and time of Christopher Columbus, including

early America, the European culture at the time, the four

Voyages, and the aftermath, Attractively and profusely

illustrated with 47 Color. platesandmany black-and-white

illustrations, The problem ColumbUs had in gaining support

for his proposals, and_later, in fighting for recognition

are. well developed. There is a list of suggested readings

and a two-page index.

THE VOYAGES OF DR. DOLITTLE Hugh Lofting. J. B. Lippinco

Co. 1959. Upper "Middle School. 364 pages. Fiction.

The storybook that won an award as "the most distinguished

contribution to American literature for children.." Tells the

story of 'Dr, Dolittle's voyage to SpiderMonkey Island with

young Tommy Stubbins during which .they have continuous,

fabulous adventures. The story has a happy ending and very

few illustrations.

WATER AND MARSH BIRD. OF THE WORLD. Oliver L. Austin. Golden

Press, 1967. 2231-pages. Informational.

Describes the major groups of water and marsh birds with primarily

generalized natural history narratives.



THE WAVES. Herbert Zim. William Morrow & Company, 1967= Upper
intermediate. 63 pages. Informational.

Water in motion, better known as ayes, 'is explained in this
book. Technical studies of waves and their significance are,
discussed. Also.. mentioned are tidal waves, their past
destructivenesS, and current warning devices, used by the,
Coast and Geodetic Survey. Illustrated with pencil drawingS,

WHAT DOES AN OCEANOGRAPHER DO? John F. Waters. Dodd, Mead
& Co. 1970. Upper intermediate. 64 pages. Informational.

Explains the science of oceanography and describes the work
and.studiesofoceanographers The biological, chemical,

,phydicali and geological aspects of oceanography are delineated,
Illustrated with black-and7white photographs.

WHEN THE TIDE GOES FAR OUT. .Lorus and Margery Milne. Atheneum
Publishers. 1970. upper Intermediate. 88 pages. Informat3onal.

A description of the animals and plants that can be found on
thp beach "when the tide goes far out." Also describes how
the tides are caused and why the sea; is tent.' All new
terms are explained.

WHERE-THEY GO IN WINTER. Margaret Waring Buck.. Abingdon
Press. 1968. Upper Intermediate. 69 pages, Informational.

The author tells what happens to the many kinds of animals
we tee in warm weather when the cold weather arrives. Her
discussion includes the part of the United States that has a
cold winter season. The book is divided into chapters devoted
to insects, fishes, birds,,reptiles, amphibians, and mammals.
pencil drawings in the margins illustrate this book.

CE. Mary O'Neill. Thomas Y. Crowell Co.
Intermediate. 48 pages. Fiction (poetic story).

This is an animal fiction story that conveys information to
the reader. It is the story of the.life cycle of a Chinook
salmon, His life begins and he moves into the "white palace."
A plot develops and the'author'S deicriptionS of the fish's
behavior, and habitat are credible. Wash drawing illustrations
are used in this book.
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?ERFUL WOE OF THE SEA. James Fisher. Doubleday &

'1970. ,Upper Middle School and up. 96 pages.

Informational.

A comprehensive coverage of the origins and physical features

of the' seas; the sea's living inhabitants and their con-

tributions to evolution; and the role of the Sea inwar,

transportation, and food production. There is a 22-page

encyclopedic glossary and a three-page index.

THE WONDERS OF ALGAE. Lucy Kavaler. John Pay Co., Inc. 1961.

-Lipper Intermediate. 96 pages. Informational.

Describes the current and possible future uses

WONDERS 0
ks.

algae.

EANARIUM. Lou Jacobs," Jr. Golden gate Junior

Middle School. 80 pages. Informational.

scus..s the life forms commonly found in large a uaria for'.

public viewing and/or research. Well illustrated ith black-

and-white photographs. Close-ups of fish, octopi, turtles*,

seals, walrUses; whales,, otters, and dolphins'are shown.

WORLD BENEATH THE
ess. 1964. Middi

NS. F. Gaskell. Natural History

Schdol. Infesmational.

A rei rence book about man's adventures with the oceans of

the world as they have developed from early times until the

time of the book's publication. The floors of the oceans are

described as are the movements of the water. Plant and animal

life found in the deep are also described.. Illustrated with

drawings and photographs.

THE YEAR OF THE SEAL. Victor B. Scheffer, Charles Scribner's

Sons. ',7,1970. Upper Middle and others. 200 pages. Fiction.

By interweaving the lives of seals and humans, the author

achieves a sensitive and engrossing account of a year in the

life of an Alaskan fur seal. The viewpoint of the wildlife

biologist in dominant and the writing is clearly authoritative

but warm-hearted and sensitive. Bibliography and index are

included.



YEAR OF THE WHALE. Viet° B. Sche fer. Charles
Scribner's Sons. 1969. Grades ,7-12. 213 pages. Fiction.

Marine biologist Victor Scheffer wrote the story cif anewborn
sperm whale's first year of life. Straightforward scientific
exposition is sandwiched in the fictionalized narration. The.
author has included six pages of reference notes and an
annotated bibliograi.ay of seven whaling classics. There is
an index also This book won the 1969 Burroughs Medal.

YOU AND THE OCEANS. Diane Sherman, Childrens Press. 1965.
Lower Intermediate. 61 pages. Informational.

An introductory book about oceanography. Explains the ocean's
beginnings, the interaction of sea and land, the ocean floors,
and movements of the oceans. Discusses discoveries from the
sea.and future possibilities for new ,uses of the ocean and
its resources. Pastel drawings are used to, illustrate this.
book.

YOU CAN MAKE SEASIDE TREASURES.. Louis Beetschen. Pinwheel
Books. 1971. Middle School and others. 32 pages.
Informational.

Describes a number of arts and-crafts activities that can be
-.done with sand and other items commonly. found'on beaches.
Included are sand molding, making shell:necklaces, painting
pebbles, building sand castles, and collecting shells. Also
inclildes games to be played at the beach.

YOUNG SPORTSMAN'S GUIDE TO SURFING. Ross R. Olney- Scholastic
Book Services. 1965. Upper Middle School and others.
96 pages.

An introductory surfing manual with black- and -white photographs.
Practical pointers from experts. Inexpensively produced.
Glossary included.



LIST OF GGESTED FILMS

1 films on this list (except where otherwise indicated) , may be ob-

without charge, by writing to
ion Picture Service

Department of Commerce -- NOAA
12231 Wilkins Avenue
Rockville, Maryland 20852

301) 443-8411

THE BIOLOGIST AND THE BOY. 14 minutes. An encounter bet'zfenn_a biolog st and

a boy on 'the Gulf of Mexico. Discusses conservation and awareness.

ESTUARINE HERITAGE. 28 minutes. Shows threats to estuarine resources and

esses the importance of estuaries.

ESTUARY. 28 minutes. Stresses the value of the estuary and its uses for

fOod resources and recreation.

THE GREAT AMERICAN FISH STORY. '28 minutes. A series five l (each is
28 minutes long) which-tells the story of the American fishing industry. The

first film is an overview and the other four each concentrate on one area of

the country -- The West, The Northeast, The South, The-Lakes and Rivers.

Every aspect of the fishing industry' is covered from 'catchi,ng to cooking.

CANE. 27 minutes. Shows warning methods for hurricanes. Emphasizes

-safety precautions for life and property. To obtain: Film Librarian, Public

FAlations and Advertising Dept., Aetna Life and Casualty, a51 Farmington

Ave.', Hartford, Conn. 06115. (203) 273-0123.

, - _

HURRICANE DECISION. 14 minutes, A- hurricane aWareness.and pi.reparedness

Points out the dangers'of storm surge, wind And inland flooding caused.by

lurricenes.:

IT'S YOUR COAST. 28 minutes. Discusses coastal zone problems with people,

from Florida,' Maine, Illinois and Washington. Land development, oil pollu-

tion, and beach erosions are discussed. Stresses the importance of the coast.

WATERMEN OF CHESAPEAKE. 28-minutes. A film about the impact of Chesapeake

Bay on a large segment of. America.

GAMES.

TEE. TEERMAL POLLUTION
GAME. Educational Research Council of America, a board

game 4 players about the pollution.over time of two rivers in "Central

'City."

DIRTY WATER.- Judith Anderson, Helen Trilling, and Richard Rosen; Urban Sys-

tems, Inc., a board game for grades 4 to 12 for 2 to 4 players about the

problems of maintaining an, ecologically balanced lake.
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'WERE TO OBTAIN- DATA*

The following paragraphs giVe detailed information on the types o
available from different sources and show how to obtain it

data.

EARTH RESOURCES- OBSERVATI ON- SYSTEM (EROS)

Earth resource data can be obtained by, writing to the EROS Data Center,
.a division of the Department of the Interior.

EROS
Data Management Center.
SiouX Falls, SD 57190

The EROS Data Center will assist locating imagery and
suit the particular needs of the user. The center's computer
retrieval syitem is based on geographical coordinates (latit
tude), the date and time of day the photographs were obtain
of the photographs.

otography to
ed storage and
And longi-
And the scale

The requestor may provide the center with the latitu e and long_ itude of
the point of interest; or may define an area by giving 1=titude and longitude
of a maximum'of eight perimeter points.- , On receipt of a-request the center
staff will locate the area of interest and will prepare a listing o photo-'
graphs from which the requestor can make the final selection.

EROS stocks Skylab photographs as .well as LANDSAT (ERTS) photographs.
The Skylab spacecraft operated at about half the altitude of LANDSAT. Con-
sequently Skylab photographs contain more detail than LANDSAT.

If you elect to use Skylab photographs in your study, it is possible.to
help EROS speed up your order by quoting the specific photograph numbers of
the scene you need. You can write to the following address for help.
.Lyndolil B. Johnson Space Center
Research Data Facility
Mail Code TF-8
Houston, TX

\Include the names of prominent features in the area. City.names, rivers,
and mountains should be included as well as latitude and longitude. Research
Data.Facility personnel will check thrbugh their catalogs and provide you
with photograph identification number& that you can then send to. EROS to ob-
tain the copies you need.

*National Aeronautics-and-Space-AdmAistration, What's the Use of Land7' A
Second:.-- School Social Studiet Project (JeffersonCoulity, Colorado, Public
SchoOls), .1976, pp. 32-35.. (For sale by the Superintendent of DOcuments,

GovernmeAt Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402... erice $1.45,
Stook Number 033000-00665-9).-



2

anged from $1.25 to $9.00. Color reproductions cost about three times as

-much .as hijack and white. For more details write to EROS at Sioux Falls, South

Dakota.

.time --o writing the prices cf black and"white EROS photographs

Another ou
At .tYie'.National

Arty of earth res
iational Space
say St. Louis,

U

U.S. Geological Survey (USGS); maps are available from any regional Federal
Center and from certain comme cial stores such as sportinggoods stores. The

,moat common USGS maps are%of an area 71/2 minutes square or 15 minutes square.

et for EROS services is located in Bay. St. Louis, Mississippi.

pace Technology Laboratories, anyone can obtain a wide vari-
urces information and order 'photographs by,writing to:
°Technology Laboratories
MS 37520

GEOLOGICAL SUR -y

KYLAB EARTH R_ESOU CES DATA CATALOG

The"Sk lab. Earth_ Resources a Catalo,.. prepared by NASA, prnvides

omplete index of Skyl b earth resources photographs and other data,
rection,on how copieS can be obtained. It also provides 'a discipy
iScipline review of possible uses of the Skylab photographs

- appropriate illustrations.

a
$ di-

e7by-
data wi

In marine resources data channels, shallow areas, river discharges.of
iment, and other features cf waterways often show up better from space
by any other means.

The environment data deal, in a broad sense, with man's environment.

The data also proved particul4rly useful regarding specific environmental

problems. Sources of water and air pollution often can be- located-and 'the
spread of contaminants traced for long distances in a single photograph.-.

The SJsylab Earth Resources Data Catalog is obtainable from the Super-
intendent of Documents,-U.S. Government Printing Office, Wasaington D.C.

20402 (Price $12.50). .The book numbek is GPO-3300-00586.
/



WHE:iE PO OETINFRMATIO

Federal Sources of Information

4dsrA_ A- holes are involved in matters affecting the icastal-zone. Many nave
special expertise and infermatiOn that will be of 'use to citizens wfv, are participating in the
development of state managemint plane. For example they may have data that permits state in-
formation to be cross-heoked or su: tments it with a regional national perspective. The
following are some of the hest'sourts of information,

of 0eastal Zone
Management/NOAA

3300 Whitehaven Street, L W.
Washingeon, C.:. 20235
(clearinghouse for spe-
cialized coastal zone tech-

cal information)

T.S. Fish and Wild
Service

Washington, D.C. 29240
fcan provide information
on local waterfowl, game
fish and endangered
species:

NO . ATLANTIC REUION

National Marine Fisheries
Service /NOAH

Page Building 2
3390 Whitehaven Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20235
(data on commercial and
spert fisheries)

Office Of Sea Dramt/NOAA
3390 Whitehaven Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20235
(supports a large program of
university research on ocean
and coastal topics)

State COAS

tepar ent of Agr.culture
Federal Soil Conservation
Service and Cooperative
Lxtension Agents

Washington, D.C. 20250
(can supply hydrological and
soil data, also helpful in pro-
viding names of local experts
and scientists)

nagement Program Managers

Connecticut: Charles McKinney, Director,
Coastal Area Managezient Program, DepartMent
of EnvironMental Protection, 71 Capitol
Avenue, Hartford, CT 06115

Mzine: Al 0riffen, State Planning Off
Resource Planning Division, 139 State Street,
Augusta, 04333

S. Russell Sylvs, Assiata
Secretary, icutive Office of Environ-
mental Affairs, 100 Cambridge Street,
Seaton, MA 02202

Lets liaml a nibs:' 77 ss, Division of
'Regional Planning, Office of Comprehensive
Plannin.q, State Annex, Concord, NH 0

an Jersey: David Kinsey, Chief. Office of
`oaetal Zeros Marta ant, Department of.
Environmental Pro-. tion. P.O. Box 1589,
Trenton, NJ 09625

w York: Robert Ranier:, Director, Division of
State Planning, Department of State,
162 Washington Street, Albany, NY 12231

ode Islands Daniel Varin, Statewide Planning
Pr ©gram, Department of Administration,

265 Melrose Street, Providence, RI 02907

SOUTH A C 0

David Hugg, Coastal Management
Off.e of Management, Budget and

Planning James Townsend Building,
Dover, DE 19901

Georgia. James Dodd, Planning Division, Office
of Planning c Budget, 2'0 Washington Street,
S.W., Room 613, Atlanta, OR 30334
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Maryland. Suzanne Bayley, Department of
Natural Resources, Energy & coastal Done

A.dministrati-JL, :awes State .rf).7e

Building, Annapolis, MD 21401

Nrtr, Carolina: Ken Stewart, Department of
Natural i Economic Resources, Sox 27667,

?,sleigh, NC 27607

Sou_ C- Wayne Beam. Wildlife and

Mar!.ne Resources epartment, 1116 Bankerr

:rust Tower. Columbia. SC 2)231

Virginia: Don W. Budiong, Office of Commerce
Ind Relources, 5th Floor, Ninth Street
:ffiee Building, RiChmOnd, VA 23219

S'JLEtISLANDS RECTIN

oama: Dr. Bruce -'rickey, Executive
_lrector, Coastal Area Board, ,Seneral

Delivery, Daphne, AL 36526

Florida: Dr. LaRoe, Bureau of Coastal

Zone Planning, Department of Environmental
Peoulation, 2562 Executive Center Circle

East, Mentgomery Building, Tallahassee,

Ft 12301

Louisiana: DeOrge A. Fischer, Secretary,
Department If Transportation and Develo
hent, P.o. Box 44486, Baton Rouge, LA

,ILIELIILLp': Jerry Mitchell, Mississippi
Marine Resources Council, P.O. Drawer 359,

Peach, MS 39560

Fraek A. Molther (Acting),
ces, P.D. Box

5837, Puerto de Tier4a, PR 33906

as: Pon Jones, Director, Texas A

Pro,zrAm, Seneral Land- Office,

I77,; N. Congress Avenue, AUMtin, TX 79711

narlan Brin, Virgin Is_unds
Planning Office, P.O. Box 2606# Charlotte

Amalie, St. Thomas. VT

SREAT LAKES REGION

Illinois. Chris Shafer,
Zone Management PrograM, 300 N.
Street, Room F.010, Chicago, It

tai

rndian :
T. "Ted" Pantaris, `,fate Planning
Agency, 142 West Market 5 Meet,

Rarrloon Building, rodisnapous, r 46224

nElluAal Merle Rater, Coastal Zone Management
Program. Department of Natural Resources.
Division of Land use Programs Stephen T.

Mason Building, tanning, NI 48926

Minnesota: Roger
Agency, Capitol S
Street, Boom 100,

State Planning
ilding, 550 Cedar

Paul, MN 55155

Ohio: Bruce McPherson, Department of Nat
Resources, Division of Water, 1930 Belcher

Fountain Square, Columbus, OH 43224

Pennsylvania: George P Fogg, Chief, Division

of Outdoor Recreation, of

Environmental Resources, Third Roily Sts.,

P.O. Box 1467, Harrisburg, PA 17120

Wisconsin: Al Miller, Office of State Planning
4 Energy, One West Wilson St., B-130,
Madison, WI 53702

pAcinc REGION

Alaska: Glenn Akins, Policy Development &
Planning Division, Office of the Governor,

Pouch AD, Juneau, AX 99801

California: Joe Bodovitz, California Coastal
Zone Conservation Commission, 1540 Market

Street, San Francisco, CA 94102

Suam: David Bonvouloir, Bureau of Paannin
'Iovernment of Guam, P.O. Sox 2950,

Agana 96141C

Ha Dick Poir, Department Planning &

Economic Development, P.O. Box 2359,

Honol lu, HI 96104

Oregon: Jimm Roes, Land Conservation & Develop-

ment Commiesion, 1175 Court St., N.E.,

Salem, OR 97)10

Washington: Rod Mack, Department of
State of Washington, Olympia, WA 38504

--09y,
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SEA GRANT INSTITUTIONS

Pam Johnson and Linda Weimer have summarized Sea Grant activities and publications
that are relevant to elementary and secondary schools. Write for informal_
Survey of K -12 Publications. University of Wisconsin, Sea Grant College Program,
1800 University Avenue, Madison, Wi 53706, July 1977. Information may also
be requested directly from state Sea Grant Marine Advisory Services.

Alaska
Prov

Marine Advisory Service, 3211
*me Avenue, Anchorage, AK 99504

.3,14tama: Resource Use DiVision, Cooperative
Extension Service, Auburn university,
Auburn, AL 34526

Ca Marine Advisory Program, Uni-
1 of California, Davis, CA 95616

uru cut Marine Advisory Serrice,
f Connecticut_, 322 N. main

Sreeet, Wallingford, CT 06492

Maine Advisory Service, College
=n_ Studies, University of Delaware,

X. OE 19711

Florida: one Advisory Program. 3002
McCarty Hall, University. of Florida.
Gainesville, FL 32611

22.2Eia: Sea Grant Program, University of
Georgia, 110 Riverbed Road, Athens, GA
30602'

Hawaii: Sea. rant Progra.M4 off Univer-
aity of Hawaii, ,oalding Hall, Room 255,
2540 Mail, Way, Honolulu HI 96422

Loui Sea Grant Program, Coastal
Studies Building. louidiana State
University, Baton Rontia. LA 70803

Maine: Cooperative Extension Service, Univ.
of ME Marine lab., Walpole, ME 04573

Maryland; Cooperative Extension Sex
1224 Symons Hall, University of Maryland.
College Park, KO 20742

SISJAC3 MIT Sea Grant Program, MI
Room 1 -211, 77 Massachusetts Avenue,
Cambridge, MA 02139

Michigan: Coordinator, Advisory Sery
Michigan Sea Grehtt 2,710 Sonisteel
Boulevard, University of Michigan,
Aar. Arbor, Al 48105

Minnesota: Marine Advisory :ice, 325
Admin.istration Building, Un sersity of
Minnesota, Duluth, MN 55812

miseissippi: Sea Grant Advi 3
Box 4557, Biloxi, MS

Neu 7ers *y: Marine Science C t Rutgers

University, New Brunswick, 08903

New FiUt shire 'NH Sea Grant in- Advisory-
Service, KLngsbury Hall, Univeraitl of
New Hampshire, Durham, NH 03824

Kew York) NY Sea Grant Advisory Sery
Fsrnow Hall, Cornell University, Itha,a,
NY 04853

North Carolina: Extension 6 Public Service
NC State University, 133, 19;1 BUilding,
Raleigh, NC 27607

Ohio: Extension Wildlife Specialist, 232 3
dowlett Hall, .2!;01 Flyffe Center, Ohio State
UniverSity0 Columbus, OH 43210

Oregon) Marine Advisory Program, 0SU Mar
Science Center, Newport, OR 97365

EnrInaLmals, urban Forest Wildlife Specialist,
11 earguson Building. Pennsylvania State
University, University Park, PA 16802

Rhode Island: Marine Advisory service, niver-
sity of Rhode island. Narragansett say
Campus, Narragansett, RI 02882

South Carolina: marin_ Resources =enter,
P.O. Box 12559, Charleston, SC 29412

Education s Advisory Services, center
for Marine Resources, Texas A s M University,
College Station, 7X 77943

Virty_in14! Dept. of Advisory Services, Virginia
Institute of Marine Scinece. Gloucester
Point, VA 23062

washing!pn: Washington Sea Grant M .rite
Advisory Program. University of
Washirron-HG30, Seattle, WA. 98195

ccnsin:
Hall, 610

-81-
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RESOURCES FOR COASTAL STUDIES

CURRICULUM TERI S CATALOGS

A Catalo of Curricu
Secondary. 38 pages, $1,00

List of Books on the

erials for Marine Environment Studies Elementa

Environmen Children and Yo n

Annotated, 65 pages, $2.00

Audio,7Visual Aids Games aid A-

89 pages, $2.00

An annof1111121L11111LJILJEI! riodical Scu_rces for Marine Environment

Studies, Newsletters, Bulletins, Journals, and

en- otated,

nines. 21 pages, $1.00

All these are available from Project COAST, 310 Willard. Hall, University

of Delaware, Newark, DE 19711

A BibliagLlally of EIETTEyarldScondarylEine Science Curriculum Pro-ects

and Education Materials. University of Rhode Island Marine Bulletin Series

#15. 23 pages, New England Marine Resources Programs, Narragansett, RI 02882

A Partial Biblio a h for Precolle :e Marine Science Educators. 94,pages,

University of Maine Sea Grant. Orono, ME 04473

NON-SCHOOL ORGANIZATIONS

League of Women Voters
1730 M Street, N.W.
Waghington, D. C. 20036

Brochures: . Coas al Zone M
The _ashore Ir
Energy and Our Co

Florlda 4 -H

Florida Sea Grant
Florida Maine Advisory Program
University of Florida
Gainesville, Florida

ement.197S
of Offshore Oi 1776

The 1976 CZM AmendmentFo 1977
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Study: Interest in coastal states in developing marine education programs.

Catl , Local Department ,of Agricultural Extension Service for Lnforma
on local 4H marine education pro .-2cts,

Marine Ecological ins
811 Harbor Boulevard
Redwood, California 94063

\-
Discovery marine voy ges:

ute

d San Francisco area, fee.

Jean - Michel Cousteau Institute
O. Drawer CC, Harbor Town

Hilton Head Island, South Carolina

Workshops: "Man and the Sea" in Savanna
Carolkrla, fee.

Coastal Management Programs
Coastal States

Georgia and Charleston, South

---

Newsletter: Describes local coastal mroblems, issues and proposed solutions.
For addreSses see list of state coastal management programs in
section on "Where to Get Information".

ASSISTANCE IN COASTAI. AND MARINE EDUCATION

National Marine Education Associatibn
546-8 Presidio Boulevard
San Francisco, California 94120

Newsletter and Annual Conference: Contact Thayer Schafer, Exec. Secy.
Membership $15

Sea WOrld (Formerly,, Journal of Marine Education)
Sea World Communications
1250 Sixth .Avenue
San Diego, California. 92101 7!

Magazine: Published quarterly, includes section on curriculum (included
in $15 membership =in National Marine Education Association).
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ducation Materials System
Institute of Marine Science

Gloucester Point, Virginia 23062

Microfiche copies of ae educat'

materials available.

Dr. Francis Pottenger
Curriculum, Research and Development Group
College of Education, University of Hawaii
1776 University Avenue
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822

Is elq3 ensive, ask for list

Coastal-S fudies Cruse; Designed for lith and 12th graders, includes eco-

logy, economics, and government. and involves students

in coastal Issues and management systems. Write

for information on the course and teacher training.
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GLOSSARY:

Algae:
Simple aquatic plants, without true stems, leaves, or roots, that
vary in size from microscopic, unicellular forms to multicellular
forms more than 30.5m (100 ft) long

Arthropods:
Segmented imertebrates
insects, and crustaceans

h jointed legs, including arcachnids

Barrier islands:
Low offshore islands stretching parallel to the shore and separated
from the mainland by a small body of water; in the United States
found mainly on the Atlantic coast (from New Jersey south)., along
the Gulf of Mexico, and in the Pacific only in north Alaska. and in
an area along the coast of northern Oregon and southern Washington

Bay:
A wide inlet of water indenting the shoreline and farriing a pz
tected area along the shore of a sea or lake

Bayou:
A marshy, sluggish tributary to a lake or river; from the Louisiana
French version of the Choctaw word ba

Beach:
A shoreline area washed by waves and composed of sand or pebbles

Beach grass:
A strongly rooted plant common on sandy shores that helps to anchor
and build the dunes

Berm:

A na lf, path, or ledge typical': at the top or bottom of a slope.

Breakwater:
A barrier constructed of large rocks or concrete to provide protec-
tion for beaches or harbors by breaking the force of wave action.
Groins, jetties, and sea walls are all forms of breakwaters

Coast:
Land next to the sea; seashnre

Coastal management:
The development of policies and regulations to insure wise control,
development, and use of coastal resources

J

t;iftir
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Coastal pond complex:
A land and water composite that consists of a barrier beach, sand dunes,

marsh, and pond; small off-shore islands and freshwater streams and

wetlands are sometimes included

Coastal resources,
Anything that gives a source of supply, support, or aid in maintaining

the value of the coastal region. The value can be counted in various

terms: monetary (oil, ports, fish), ecological (plankton, dunes,

shorebirds), cultural (historic areas), aesthetic (scenic bluffs,

clear blue water) or recreational (marinas, beaches)

Continental shelf:
The ocean floor along the coastline that is submerged in the relatively

shallow sea; the sunlit, submerged land from the coast to the brink

of the deep ocean

Coral reef:
A colony of marine animals with skeletons containing calciun carbonate

that, massed together, form islands or ridges near the surface of the

sea in tropical areas (found only in Florida arl Hawaii :111 the

United States)

Crustacean:
Any mostly aquatic arthropod, typically with a hard shall covering

the body; includes lobsters, shrimps, crabs, and barnacles

Delta:
The area where river sediment is dropped at the mouth of a river

flowing into an ocean or-large lake; frequently triangular in shave

made up of marshy areas, lagoons, and lakes

Detritus:
A sediment of small particles found on the ocean bottom made up of

the remains of plants and animals and the disintegration of rocks;

an important link in many food chains

Dock:
A platform extending into the water to which a boat is tied or where

passengers and gear are loaded or unloaded

Downdrift:
Describes direction of sand movement with the prevailing current

Dune:
Elliptical or crescent-shaped mound of sand formed by ,wind action.

The windward slopes of dunes are gentle, the lee sides steep. In

crescent-shaped dunes the convex side faces the direction from which

the wind is blowing. Sand blown up the windward side drops down

the lee slope, causing the dunes to migrate slowly
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Eelgrass:
A grasslike marine herb with ribbonlike leaves that grows on sand
and mud-sand bottoms in shallow coastal waters

Estuary:
The zone where the fresh water of a river mixes with the salt water
of the sea; rich in biological activity

Flood plain:
The flat area along a river that is subject to flooding at high water
periods

Food chain:
A series of organisms in which members of one level feed on those in
the level below it and are in turn eaten by those above it; there is
a 10 to 1 loss in bulk as the food chain moves upward. It takes a
1000 kilograms of phytoplankton to make l kilogram of shark

Food web:
The intercom d food chains of a biological community

Groin:

Breakwater structure constructed outward into'the sea or a lake to
reduce drifting of beach sand along the shore

Harbor:
A sheltered area of water deep enough for ships to anchor or moor for
loading and unloading; may be natural (bays) or artificial (within
breakwaters)

Intertidal zone:
The area along the shoreline that is exposed at low tide and covered
by water at high tide

Island:
A body of land completely surrounded by water and too small to be
called a continent

Isopod:
Any fresh-water, marine, or terrestrial crustacean having seven pairs
of legs and allat body

Jetty:

A pier or structure projecting into the water to protect a harbor
or deflect a current

Lagoon:
A body of brackish water separated from the sea by San orcoral
reefs
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Lake:
A large body of fresh or salt water completely surrounded by land

ttoral:
Pertaining to the shore of a lake, sea, or ocean

Mangrove:
A moderate -sized tree which grows on low, often submerged coastal
lands, noted for the land-forming funetion of its intricate mass-
of arching prop roots which trap silt and debris floating in the
water

Ocean:
The entire body of salt water (seawater) that covers almost three-fourths

of the earth's surface

Oil rig:
A structure for drilling and pumping oil from beneath the ocean floor

to the water's. surface

Pier:
A fixed or floating platform attached to piles or posts over the

water from the shore; may be used for mooring boats or ships,

fishing, etc.

Pond:
A body of still water, fresh or salty, that is smaller than a
frequently constructed to hold water

Port:
A town or city located at a bay or harbor where waterborne transportation

takes pla from the Latin for house door

Riprap:
Broken stone or other material piled along a shore
from erosion by wave action

protect it

Rivers
A fairly large-sized natural stream of water flowing ima definite

course from an area o higher elevation to lower elevation. The

term "river" is somet:mes used incorrectly,to define narrow' tidal.

inlets

Rocky cliff:
The high steep face of rock mass that forms the most eras on- ,resistant

areas along the shore



salinity:

The measure of tie quantity of dissolved salts in seawater

Salt marsh:
An area of low- lying, wet land with heavy vegetation that is washed
by tidal action fiom the sea

Sand:

A mixture of tiny grains of different types of disintegrating rocks
and shells found along beaches

sandbar-_

An off-shore shoal_ c
currents

d resulting from the action of waves or

Sea wall:

A barrier constructed along the edge of a shore to prevent erosion
from wind or wave action; sometimes called bulkhead or revetMent

Seawater:
The water
salinity

e ocean which is distinguished from fresh water by its

Seaweed:

Any plant growing in the,sea, specifically marine algae like kelp,
rockweed, and sea lettuce

Shore:

The space between the ordinary high water and low water marks

Shoreline:
Where the land and water meet

sound:

A narrow passage of water forming a channel between the Mainland and
an island or connecting two larger-bodies of water such as a bay and
an ocean

Spit:

A narrow point of d extending into the sea or a lake formed by
waves and currents; 'subject to shifting

Tide:

The twice-daily rise and fall of the waters of the ocean and its
inlets produced by the gravitational attraction of the moon and sun

Tidal pool:

A small by of water along rocky shores left by the retreat of the
tide; a unique environment for many plant and animal species that can
withstand highly variable-moisturg,, salinity, and temperature condi-
tions as well as high winds and 'poundinciwaves



Trophic:
Having to do with nutrition

Wave-cut cliff:
The steep slope of the shore cut by wave action

Wetlands:
Areas such as fresh and salt-water marshes, bogs, or

that remain wet and spongy most of the time
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